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Abstract
The development of quantum technologies from the bottom-up requires engineering
and control at the level of single quanta. In this thesis, we explore the engineering of a
particular quantum system: optically active defects in diamond, known as color cen-
ters. Color centers have a variety of advantageous characteristics, including long-lived
quantum phase coherence in their electron spin degrees of freedom, available high-
fidelity control and readout at the single-spin level, and strong interactions with other
quantum systems such as photons. In addition, color centers can be controllably cre-
ated and their local environment shaped through semiconductor fabrication processes
that form a toolkit for engineering quantum devices on the nanoscale. We apply this
toolkit to several challenges: the development of sensitive spin-based magnetometers
with high spatial resolution, the production of tightly-confined spin clusters for use
as small quantum computers, quantum memories or magnetic resonance sensors, and
the integration of spin qubits with optical nanostructures as spin-photon interfaces.
In parallel, we develop metrology techniques to characterize our quantum devices,
and apply these techniques to the problem of wide-field strain imaging in polycrys-
talline diamond. The devices shown here are building blocks for the development of
future scaled quantum technologies, while the engineering and metrology toolkit we
developed has direct application to the quickly growing field of semiconductor color
center science.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Technologies based on quantum mechanics offer the prospect of evolutionary and rev-
olutionary advances over their classical counterparts. On one hand, individual quanta
represent the smallest, most fundamental physical systems that can be used to mea-
sure the environment[1] or manipulate information[2]- the ultimate limit of scaling.
On the other, quantum systems consisting of entangled states promise access to an
exponentially large computational space that is unavailable to classical systems[3, 4].
Central to both the quantum revolution in computing and the quantum evolution
of sensing is the construction and control of quantum systems at the level of sin-
gle quanta. Many physical candidates have been considered as building blocks for
quantum technologies, in particular atoms[5, 6], ions[7, 8], optical photons[9], and su-
perconducting circuits[10, with the goal of building a complex yet controlled quantum
system from the bottom up.
Among this forest of quantum systems, the electron spin system of the nitrogen-
vacancy center in diamond (NV)[11, 12] has several advantages. It is naturally
'trapped' in a stable, well-defined spatial location within a host diamond crystal, has
long-lived phase coherence even at room temperature[13], can be manipulated with
high fidelity and speed through standard laboratory techniques[14], and offers poten-
tial integration with other quantum degrees of freedom encoded in nearby nuclear
spins[15, 16, 17]or flying photonic qubits[18, 19, 20]. These qualities have enabled a
large body of work exploring applications of the NV in areas such as quantum metrol-
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ogy, where the NV has been used as a precision sensor of many quantities[21, 22, 1]
, and in quantum information processing, where the NV has been used as a funda-
mental building block (a qubit) in small quantum networks[23, 241. Further devel-
opment in quantum technologies requires scaling from proof-of-principle demonstra-
tions towards large engineered systems[25j. In that regard the NV, along with other
optically-active dopants in semiconductors (known as color centers), has additional
advantages. Color centers can be produced controllably via incorporation of dopants
into a semiconductor during growth or through a variety of post-growth methods.
In addition, the surrounding host crystal can be structured through semiconductor
fabrication techniques[26, 27]. These capabilities provide a toolkit for the design
of scalable quantum devices, where both the color center and its local environment
can be tailored towards a specific application. In this work, we use the quantum
engineering toolkit to push the size scale of coherent quantum devices based on dia-
mond color centers down to the nanometer scale, and develop precision methods for
characterization and control of the resulting devices.
As a first step, we demonstrate long-spin-coherence NV centers engineered in
nanostructured diamond. This experiment is a proof-of-principle that NV centers
can retain favorable spin properties when created through ion-implantation processes
at high doses near to the diamond surface, and through close exposure to fabrication
techniques such as reactive ion etching. In addition to being a step towards the
goal of diamond quantum system engineering, the scalable fabrication of long-spin
coherence NVs in nanodiamond can be applied to many areas of interest, including
remote nanoscale sensing in environments like living cells[21, 28, 29] and pick-and-
place integration with hybrid optical systems[30, 31]. Through the use of high-purity
diamond and a self-assembled nanomask, we achieve a coherence time of 210 s and
a resulting record magnetic sensitivity of 290 nT Hz-1 2 in a nanodiamond below 50
nm in its smallest dimension.
We then apply our quantum engineering toolkit and metrology techniques to the
problem of building and characterizing localized NV clusters. Such NV clusters could
form the basis for small quantum registers based on magnetic dipole coupling of
14
qubits[15], or as precision, parallel sensors of local quantities like surface nuclear
species[32, 33J. Engineering NV-NV magnetic dipole coupling requires that the in-
teraction between NVs is stronger than that between each NV and the surrounding
environment. As the dipole-dipole interaction is sharply dependent on separation
(r-), the NVs must be placed in close proximity while extraneous background spins
are eliminated. Our approach to achieve this is to selectively create NV centers via im-
plantation only in areas defined by an engineered nanoaperture. Using electron-beam
lithography, we create mask apertures on the order of 10 nm, resulting in median
implanted NV-NV separations in the range necessary for dipolar coupling. We then
verify NV positions below the diffraction limit through spin-assisted superresolution
imaging and confirm the spin coherence properties of the resulting NV clusters. In
this way we experimentally demonstrate the production of NV clusters with controlled
positioning on the scale of 20 nm and coherence times at the dipole-coupling limit.
While the previous applications focus mainly on the engineering of diamond spin
centers for quantum information applications, the methods developed in the charac-
terization of a large array of devices naturally lend themselves to sensing. To show
the utility of our wide-field microscopy approach for sensing, we take NV sensing in
a new direction to demonstrate wide-field strain imaging in polycrystalline diamond.
This application takes NV-based sensing out of the magnetic-field dominated regime
to a new parameter space where the NV is sensitive quantities that are suppressed in
the high-magnetic-field regime usually employed for NV applications.
Finally, we turn to the integration of color centers with optical structures to create
high-quality spin-photon interfaces and single photon sources. These devices are
central to many quantum applications, such as quantum networking[34, 35, 36] and
linear-optical quantum computing[9. To this end, we engineer silicon-vacancy color
centers in optical nanocavities with precision well below optical wavelengths using
focused ion beam implantation. We also design optical nanoantennas that allow for
greatly increased collection of quantum light emission from diamond color centers,
allowing for enhanced spin readout fidelity as well as single-photon brightness.
These demonstrations all show the power of the quantum engineering and metrol-
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ogy toolkit applied to color centers in diamond. Quantum devices can be made
smaller, with more precision, more tightly packed, more highly interacting (with
light), less highly interacting (with a decohering bath), more controlled and more
coherent with appropriate design, and the work in this thesis is by no means the end
of that effort. I hope that it instead serves as a springboard as the field of quan-
tum devices continues to grow and encompass new materials, new methods and new
applications.
I begin the thesis with a brief introduction to the fundamentals of the NV center
in diamond in Chapter 2. I then discuss each of the aforementioned topics in turn;
long spin coherence in engineered nanodiamond (Chapter 3), localized NV centers
produced through ultrahigh aspect-ratio silicon trenches (Chapter 4) and metallic
nanoapertures (Chapter 5), wide-field NV-based sensing of strain in polycrystalline
diamond (Chapter 6), the design of embedded optical nanoantennas in Chapter 7,
and finally the engineering of silicon-vacancy centers in existing optical structures
(Chapter 8). I then conclude with some thoughts on future directions in the quantum
engineering of color centers in Chapter 9.
16
Chapter 2
Background
2.1 The Nitrogen-Vacancy Center in Diamond
The nitrogen-vacancy (NV) center in diamond consists of a nitrogen atom adjacent to
a vacancy in the diamond lattice[37]. In its negatively-charged state, the NV system
contains 6 electrons confined near the potential well of the lattice vacancy (three from
nearest-neighbor carbon atoms, two from the nitrogen, and one captured from the dia-
mond), resulting in spatially localized spin-1 quantum states. The ground and excited
electronic orbitals are energetically located within the 5.5 eV bandgap of diamond,
with a separation of 1.92 eV. Optical control of both the NV orbital and spin degrees
of freedom is possible at cryogenic temperatures, where lattice vibrations (phonons)
are cooled and the optical fine structure can be resolved[38, 39, 40, 41, 42]. These
resonant transitions have allowed for several advances in the use of NVs for quantum
networking, including demonstrations of spin-photon entanglement[431, NV-NV dis-
tance entanglement[441, quantum teleportation[23] and entanglement distillation[24].
At room temperature, the electronic transition is broadened by phonons which de-
phase the resonant transition[451 (the zero-phonon line or ZPL at 637 nm) and cause
spin-mixing processes in the excited state[46]. In addition to the resonant transition,
additional transitions exist in which a phonon is created or absorbed along with the
change in NV electronic state (the phonon sideband from 650-800 nm). The NV can
be excited off-resonantly by driving one of these phonon-assisted transitions, where
17
the phonons quickly decay (~ picoseconds) and leave the NV in its excited state
(lifetime - 12 ns in bulk diamond). These off-resonant transitions cannot be used
to produce long-lived spin-photon entanglement, but they have utility in reading out
the NV spin even at room temperature, as described below.
2.2 The NV Ground State Spin
2.2.1 Hamiltonian
In its ground orbital state, the NV is an electronic spin triplet (S = 1). Its interactions
with electromagnetic fields, crystal strain, and nearby nuclear species are described
by the following Hamiltonian[471:
H = h[(Dgs + Sz)S2 - ex(S - S2) + Sy(S SY + SYSX)] + 9/bS - B + ESAI; (2.1)
Here the ' direction is defined by the nitrogen-vacancy axis along the (111) crystal
orientation, and the parameters are as follows: hDg, is the spin-spin interaction energy
(also known as the crystal-field or zero-field splitting), V = hdgs -(E+-a) is the energy
of interaction with external electric (E) and crystal strain (0-) fields, B is the magnetic
field at the location of the NV, dg, is the NV electric dipole moment, g the electron
g-factor, yb the Bohr magneton, and Ai is the hyperfine tensor for interaction with a
nearby nuclear spin i having a spin operator Ii.
In order to use the NV ground state spin triplet as an effective qubit with m, as a
good quantum number (Hamiltonian commutes with S,), it is generally operated in
the regime where both the crystal-field splitting (Dg.) and magnetic field (B) terms
are large compared to the combined electric field and strain terms, and also where the
direction of the magnetic field is aligned to the NV center axis. As Dgs = 2.87 GHz
is naturally large compared to E ~ 100 kHz in low-strain diamonds and the vector
magnetic field is controllable in the laboratory through the use of external magnets,
this regime is experimentally achievable with a moderate applied field B = Boz,
18
BO >- 10 gauss.
2.2.2 Spin Initialization
In the absence of any external control the NV is in a thermal state, and given room
temperature operation at moderate magnetic fields of ~ 100 G, kbT >> D98 , g!LB ;
1
PNV = I. The polarization or initialization of the NV ground state spin is accom-3
plished through an non-spin-preserving phonon-mediated excited-state intersystem
crossing process[48] that preferentially populates the m, = 0 spin state. Specifically,
the m, = 1 optically excited states can decay into a metastable singlet sublevel,
which in turn selectively decays via a second singlet state into the Ms = 0 ground
state. Following several optical excitation cycles, driven by off-resonant laser exci-
tation, the NV spin is polarized with some probability Fpl ~ 0.95[49, 501. This
corresponds to an effective temperature of some tens of millikelvin, which is remark-
able for such a simple optical pumping scheme, and allows for NV operations to start
at close to a pure 10 > state.
2.2.3 Spin Control
Control over the NV spin is achieved through application of a magnetic field taken to
be rotating in the x-y plane (rotating-wave approximation): B1 = B1[cos(mwtt+#)X-+
sin(wmw + )y]. Using the assumptions that the field BO is large compared to Bi and
the microwave frequency is on resonance, Wmw = Dgs - g/pBO, the Hamiltonian can
be reduced into the two-dimensional subspace spanned by the m, = 0 and ms = -1
levels denoted by the fictitious spin-1/2 operator s[51]. To do this, the m = 1
level is taken to be far off-resonance and unaffected by any operations, and the S2
operator is mapped to s,. Following transforming into the rotating frame by Urot
gPbBO gPbBo)
-i(Dgs- )szt 
- i(Dgs-- )t
e , , all sx and sy terms acquire a time dependence e h and
time-average to zero in the secular approximation. The neglect of second order shifts
E-.
oc Dg is justified by the large Dg. and low strain assumptions. The transformed
q gs
qubit subspace Hamilton with perfectly resonant microwave driving is
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Hcontroi =gpbB1[cos(O)s.- + sin(#)sy]
This is a rotation operator on the Bloch sphere, with the phase of the applied
microwave determining whether the rotation is about the x or y axis. Application
of an appropriate time-varying magnetic field, by e.g. inducing a nearby alternating
current, can therefore be used to control the NV spin. In particular, the time evolution
of the NV spin under the control Hamiltonian with rotation (Rabi) frequency Qr
gIybB1 l
2h is given by
Pnv (7) = e-i(QrT-)s pnv (0)ei(Q-rT)s = Rx(O) pNvR (0), O = Q, - (2.3)
This operation rotates the spin population about the - axis an angle 0 which
is a function of evolution time T. In particular, when TQr = w, the population is
interchanged between the two s, eigenstates in the on-resonance qubit subspace (a 7
pulse), and when Qr, = 7/2 (a - pulse) population initially aligned along - is put
2
into a superposition state Pnv = 1/2 = 1/2(I - -y)
2.2.4 Spin Readout
Room-temperature NV spin readout is most often achieved through the same inter-
system crossing sequence described in the the initialization section. As the m, = 1
states are shelved in the metastable singlet state for some time while the m, = 0
state cycles between ground and excited electronic levels, a difference in fluorescence
emission can be observed. The 'measurement' operator in the qubit subspace is then
[521 M = 1 0 where the a, are the detected photons per each measurement
0 ao
for each spin state. The difference in observed fluorescence ao - a1 = v(1 - C)
allows discrimination between the spin states, where the parameters of interest are
now defined as v = ao, the detected photon number per measurement, and C = Z,
ao
the fluorescence contrast. Because fluorescence emission from a quantum emitter is
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(2.2)
random in time, the detected photon number is Poisson distributed for a fixed mea-
surement interval corresponding to the shelving state lifetime. The expectation value
over many measurements is therefore < Al >=< v > (1 - C), where C =- is
< ao >
given by the spin-selective branching ratio into the metastable singlet states, - 2/3.
The maximum achievable signal to noise ratio for room-temperature NV spin
readout, assuming only the shot noise associated with a Poissonian process, is SNR
n(1 -C)
= ( -Q , with n = N < v > being the total collected photon number for N
independent experiments with average bright-state detected photon number < v >.
The spin states are statistically distinguishable when SNR = 1, or equivalently when
1
n = 2 ~ 10. Given an experimentally achievable average detected photon(1 - C)2
number per measurement of 0.025 using standard confocal microscopy, hundreds of
measurements are needed to distinguish the NV spin states through room-temperature
fluorescence detection. For a single NV the density matrix used here indicates many
NV states averaged in time, but it could also be considered as an average over many
different NVs in a single shot as in an ensemble measurement.
Increased readout fidelity is possible through a variety of methods. Increased col-
lection efficiency and/or count rate < v > through optical structures is one method
which has been explored, and is discussed in more depth in Chapter 8[27]. Time-
resolved fluorescence emission and the use of bayesian estimation can improve fidelity
by ~ 10% compared to the fixed-temporal-width integration shown here[53. Effective
contrast can be boosted through spin-to-charge conversion that exploits the differ-
ent NV charge states[54. Repetitive readout of the electron spin can be performed
through quantum-SWAP operations with local nuclear spins, limited by gate fidelity
and optically-induced decoherence[55]. Finally, by cooling to cryogenic temperatures
< 10 OK, single-shot readout is possible as the NVs optical transitions become re-
solved and excited-state spin mixing is reduced[16]. The simple off-resonant readout
through fluorescence contrast, however, remains a powerful tool for spin readout at
room temperature.
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2.2.5 Decoherence and Decoupling
Thus far, all coupling to the environment has been taken to be static or neglected
entirely. The NV does couple to the environment, however, and this coupling can
lead to the decoherence of the system in two general ways: energy loss correspond-
ing to thermalization of the polarized spin (relaxation of diagonal density matrix
elements), and dephasing of the spin precession due to imperfectly averaged time
variation of the Hamiltonian (decay of off-diagonal density matrix terms). For the
NV center in diamond, the energetic spin-lattice relaxation time T, is generally long
compared to the dephasing time T2 even in ultra-pure samples[56, 13], as the NV
is energetically detuned from interactions other than crystal lattice vibrations[57].
The primary dephasing mechanism is coupling to nearby electronic and nuclear spins
whose states vary in time. Treating this problem is complex as the precise nature of
the decoherence depends on the configuration of the spin bath and describing these
interactions entails modeling a very large Hilbert space, but several approaches have
been detailed[58, 51, 59, 60, 61, 62]. One common approximation is to describe all
external spins as a time-varying mean magnetic field, taking the action of the NV
(the central spin) on the bath as small compared to the self-interaction of the bath
with itself, in which case the interaction can be modeled using only the bath correla-
tion time and spin coupling strength as parameters[631. However, this approximation
breaks down in the limit that a few spins are significantly coupled to the NV and
coherent interactions become dominant[64].
Practically, decohering species are present in diamond for three main reasons.
First, '3 C carries a nuclear spin of 1/2 and is naturally present in diamond with an
abundance of 1.1%. Second, nitrogen is required to form NVs and is also a common
environmental and atmospheric contaminant that forms electronic spin 1/2 P1 defects.
Third, the surface of the diamond can carry electronic spins in the form of unpaired
electrons or dangling bonds that produce both magnetic[65] and electric noise[66, 67].
Proper engineering of the diamond can in principle reduce or eliminate these species,
but only with tradeoffs. Carbon-13 nuclear spins can be reduced by a factor of
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10,000 using isotopic purification of source gases during diamond CVD growth[68], but
nearby "C spins are valuable resources for constructing a quantum register[69, 70].
Nitrogen can likewise be reduced to less than 1 ppb in ultrapure crystals, but it is
still required for the creation of NV centers and applications looking for a higher NV
density, e.g. sensing or coupled NV systems, will require higher nitrogen density. The
issue of surface spins can be avoided by operating deep within the diamond, but this
is difficult for applications related to surface sensing or employing wavelength-scale
optical structures. Chemical treatments can change, but to date have not eliminated,
decoherence induced from the diamond surface[71, 72].
One approach to reduce decoherence is known as dynamical decoupling[73]. Here,
by the use of control operations that manipulate the NV spin, noise that is correlated
in time can be eliminated. Without control, an NV with a perturbative shift of its
Hamiltonian from a magnetic field AB acquires a phase qS = o t proportional
to the evolution time t that it is influenced by the field. Experimental averaging over
many perturbative fields results in the randomization of the phase, with the time at
which phase information has decayed to 1/e labeled as T2*, the coherence time in the
absence of decoupling or the free-induction decay time. The most basic decoupling
sequence, the Hahn echo[74, rephases spin dephasing through the use of a 7 pulse
midway through spin evolution. In the free induction decay, a phase proportional to
the perturbing magnetic field was acquired during evolution, # fo AB(t)szdt. A r
pulse at time T inverts the sign of sz, which for AB(t) constant over the time interval
considered eliminates the total accumulated phase at the echo time T. In this way,
variations in detuning that are slow compared to the measurement interval can be
eliminated, with the resulting characteristic coherence time labeled T2 . In analogy
to standard nuclear magnetic resonance where an echo is used to offset the magnetic
field inhomogeneity across a spatially-distributed ensemble of spins, here it rephases a
temporally-distributed spin ensemble subject to a time-varying magnetic field. Since
the NV measurements discussed here must be repeated many times to have adequate
SNR and hence can be affected by very slow variations (across hours or more), this
rephasing can significantly improve the observed coherence times.
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This basic concept of rephasing time-correlated errors (or alternately, the imple-
mentation of quantum noise band-pass filters[75]) has been expanded upon to create a
wide library of different decoupling sequences. More advanced sequences can increase
the sharpness of the noise filter[751, increase the cutoff frequency, reduce suscepti-
bility to pulse errors in amplitude, timing or phase, and protect different quantum
states with equivalently-optimal fidelity[63]. In particular, CPMG-family sequences
do not protect states that deviate from the Y-axis of the Bloch sphere and therefore
are not ideal for sensing, but are more robust to pulse errors as compared to XY-N
sequences[76]. The choice of decoupling therefore depends heavily on the intended
application. The noise spectrum of a given sample can also vary significantly, with
diamond surfaces being particularly variable[77, 78, 65].
2.3 NV Creation and Stabilization
The NV is formed when a vacancy is captured by a substitutional nitrogen in the
diamond lattice[79]. Practically this is achieved via one of three methods. First, ni-
trogen can be introduced during crystal growth, and some nitrogen atoms will capture
a vacancy during this process to form an NV. This is the case both for CVD-grown
(including 'delta doped' thin layers[65, 801) and young natural diamonds that have
not yet formed multi-nitrogen aggregates through extended high-temperature high-
pressure annealing[79. Second, nitrogen can be present in the crystal and vacancies
introduced, followed by an annealing process between ~800 and 1500 'C. As the NV
is stable at higher temperatures than the vacancy diffusion activation temperature,
vacancies migrate during annealing and are captured by the substitutional nitrogen
defects[79, 81]. In high-purity CVD diamond, most nitrogen impurities exist as single
substitutional defects and NV creation is vacancy-limited, so high [N] ratios can be[N]
achieved through this process[82, 83]. Vacancies can also be created locally through
a variety of methods[84, 85, 86], which allow for NV creation limited by the diffusion
length of the vacancies in diamond (~ 100nm). Finally, nitrogen can be selectively
introduced through implantation, and after annealing NVs will be produced as the
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implantation process produces its own vacancies[87]. As nitrogen remains fixed dur-
ing the annealing process, this method allows for spatial resolution limited only by
the nitrogen implantation distribution.
As the NV can exist in at least three charge states (neutral[88] and positive[89]
in addition to negative), care must be taken to ensure that the preferred negatively
charged center is stable. Deep within diamonds with low dopant concentrations, the
NV- is the preferred charge state, but surface effects[90, 91, 92, 71, 93]and doping
changes[94] can modulate the Fermi level of diamond and produce stable NVs in
differing charge configurations. For near-surface NVs, this means a surface treatment
that produces high electronegativity, such as fluorination or oxidation, is desirable.
2.4 Diamond Nanofabrication
Diamond is a difficult material to work with for several reasons. Single-crystal dia-
mond must be grown through homoepitaxy on previous single-crystal diamonds, so
the size of commercially available substrates is limited to less than 1 cm 2 [95]. It is
a very hard material, which makes surface polishing and planarization difficult[96].
There is no chemical wet etch for diamond, although heavily damaged diamond can
be converted to sp 2 -bonded graphite and subsequently chemically removed[97, 98,
99]. There are high-temperature gas phase etches[100, 101] but these are crystal-
facet dependent. Gallium focused ion beams have been employed to shape diamond
nanostructures[102, but these induce high damage that can reduce NV performance[103].
The workhorse for diamond nanofabrication is reactive ion etching[104]. Several
etch processes have been employed, including high-forward-bias anisotropic oxygen
etching[105, low-bias quasi-isotropic oxygen etching[106], angled oxygen etching[107],
and Ar/Cl 2 etching which produces a surface-smoothing effect[1081. This toolkit has
allowed for the demonstration of a large number of diamond nanostructures for ap-
plitcations in photonics[109, 26, 110, 271 as well as nanomechanics[111].
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Chapter 3
Engineering Color Centers in
Nanostructured Diamond for
Magnetic Sensing
3.1 Introduction
The nitrogen vacancy (NV) center in nanodiamond has been the focus of many re-
cent investigations across a broad range of applications, including its use as a spin
qubit in a hybrid photonic architecture[30, 112], and as a highly localized sensor of
temperature[113, 28] and magnetic fields[114, 115] that can be integrated with bi-
ological systems[116]. The performance of the NV for these applications depends
crucially on its electron spin phase coherence time, which is limited to microseconds
in high-pressure high-temperature (HPHT) diamond nanocrystals due to a high con-
centration of paramagnetic impurities[115, 117]. Here, we demonstrate a top-down
fabrication process using a porous metal mask and a self-guiding reactive ion etching
process that enables rapid nanocrystal creation across the entirety of a high-quality
chemical vapor deposited (CVD) diamond substrate. High-purity CVD nanocrystals
produced in this manner exhibit single NV phase coherence times reaching 210 ts
and magnetic field sensitivities of 290 nT Hz -1/2 without compromising the spatial
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resolution of a nanoscale probe.
The NV center consists of a nitrogen atom adjacent to a vacancy in the diamond
lattice. In the negatively charged state, the NV center's electron spin can be coher-
ently manipulated by addressing the transition between the m, = 0 and m = 1
sublevels of its ground state triplet, and read-out optically through a spin-dependent
intersystem crossing [1181. A key figure of merit in quantifying the quality of a given
NV spin system is the electron phase coherence time T2 , a phenomenological decay
constant that characterizes how long the phase of the system coherently evolves. It
has been shown that the spin coherence time of NV centers in bulk and nanocrystalline
type lb diamond is limited by the stochastic fluctuations of the magnetic field induced
by the bath of paramagnetic impurities and surface defects, with times T* -250 ns
and T 2 -3 s at 100 ppm [115, 62J. The growth of CVD diamond, however, can be
controlled to limit nitrogen inclusion and sharply reduce the number of paramagnetic
carbon-13 nuclear spins. The purity of this material has enabled a vast increase in
NV coherence time beyond milliseconds[119, 13] with concomitant improvements in
sensing applications[120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126]. However, these improvements
have not been accompanied by advances in the fabrication of nanocrystals where the
best coherence lifetimes, attained via bottom-up CVD growth, do not exceed 10 ts
[127].
3.2 Sample Fabrication
3.2.1 Self-Assembled Nanomasking
In this work, we fabricate nanocrystals directly from high-purity bulk CVD diamond
with < 5 ppb native nitrogen and natural 13 C density (Element 6). The fabrication
procedure is scalable across large diamond surfaces, employing deposited metal as a
porous etch mask for reactive ion etching with oxygen gas in an inductively coupled
plasma (ICP). Similar techniques for scalable creation of diamond nanowires have
been demonstrated previously [128, 1291 using a thermal annealing step to create
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metallic nanoparticle masks for a subsequent Ar/He or oxygen dry etch. This class
of techniques allows the fabrication of closely packed pillars on the scale of tens of
nanometers across an entire sample surface, which is difficult and time-consuming
using traditional electron beam lithographic or focused ion beam techniques.
Our procedure combines this process with an oxygen ICP etch that has been shown
to preserve the spin properties of nearby NV centers [130, 131, 1031: Figure 3.2.1
illustrates the process. Deposited AuPd grains serve as an etch mask which allows
the formation of densely-patterned nanopillars while the mask is destroyed during
the etching. Subsequent SEM imaging shown in Figures 3-2b,c reveal a high density
of elongated nanostructures with diameter 50 15 nm and height of 150 t 75 nm
extending throughout the diamond surface. Our process produces CVD nanocrystals
at a number density of ~ 1010 cm- 2 simultaneously across the sample area, allowing
for scaling to wafer-size substrates. The bulk diamond can be reprocessed after the
removal of a layer of nanocrystals, allowing for the creation of large quantities of
nanodiamond economically from high-purity bulk material which is typically hundreds
of microns in thickness.
Sputtering of AuPd onto diamond resulted in surface coating of distinct AuPd
grains as shown in Figure 3-2a. We then transferred the pattern onto diamond via
oxygen plasma etching in an Oxford ICP 80 tool at a pressure of 15 mTorr, with 200
W DC and 500 W ICP power and flow rates of 90 sccm 02 and 30 sccm Ar.
3.2.2 Nitrogen Implantation, NV Formation and Nanodiamond
Transfer
After etching, the diamond surface was implanted with 15 N at a dose of 2- 1012 15N
cm--2 and an energy of 60 keV for an estimated implant depth of 73 16 nm as calcu-
lated by SRIM[132]. At this dose, with an expected NV conversion efficiency of 1% as
observed in identically prepared samples, we expect 40% of the CVD nanodiamonds
to contain NVs. We annealed the diamond at 850 degrees Celsius for two hours to
mobilize vacancies and subsequently cleaned the diamond in a boiling nitric, sulfuric,
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Figure 3-1: Process Schematic. a, Bulk diamond is masked by sputter-coated AuPd.
b, 02 inductively coupled plasma etches the diamond with the AuPd as a mask. c, As
the etch continues, the AuPd is completely removed. d, The diamond is implanted
with nitrogen, annealed and chemically treated to form NV centers. e, The CVD
nanodiamonds are mechanically removed from bulk, and f transferred onto glass
coverslips for confocal microscopy.
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and perchloric acid solution to achieve oxygen surface termination. Finally, we me-
chanically separated the structures from the bulk using a diamond tip. Each removal
pass removed a surface area of roughly 1000 tm2 from the diamond surface. The dis-
located nanodiamonds were transferred directly onto glass coverslips by contact and
driving with an external piezoelectric driver (Figure 3-2d), with a process efficiency
of ~ 1%.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Optical Characterization
We then characterized the sample at room temperature using confocal fluorescence
microscopy with an oil immersion objective (NA=1.3) and excitation by a 532 nm
continuous wave laser. Figure 3-3a shows a confocal scan of nanodiamonds transferred
onto glass. The fluorescence spectrum (Figure 3b) matches that of the negatively-
charged NV, with a clear zero phonon line (ZPL) near 638 nm. Photon antibunching
from such sites confirms the presence of single NVs (Figure 3-3c).
3.3.2 Spin Characterization
Spin measurements were performed on single NV centers with a small static magnetic
field of approximately 70 Gauss along the NV axis to lift the degeneracy of the m-
1 magnetic ground state sublevels. Figure 3-4a shows the electron spin resonance
under continuous wave excitation, with power-broadened linewidth Aw = 16 MHz >>
1/ T. Figure 3-4b shows representative Rabi oscillations, obtained using the pulse
sequence shown in the inset. The oscillations show a decay time T2,Rabi = 3.53 s
that exceeds observed times in HPHT nanodiamonds by an order of magnitude[115].
We then characterized the coherence times of the system through Ramsey, Hahn
Echo, and Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) sequences. Figure 3-4c shows Ram-
sey measurements, using the sequence in the inset. The measured T* value of 1.83
s, determined from a fit of exponentially decaying sine functions, is typical for the
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Figure 3-2: Scanning Electron Micrographs. a, AuPd mask. b, Side-view and c,
top-view of nanocrystals attached to bulk diamond. d, Nanocrystals separated from
bulk and transferred onto a silicon substrate.
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Figure 3-3: Optical Characterization. a, Scanning confocal image of CVD nanodia-
monds on glass. The fluorescence from a single NV is indicated by the red square.
b, Spectrum of a single NV center in a CVD diamond nanocrystal showing the
NV ZPL at 638nm. c, Second-order auto-correlation function of NV photolumines-
cence indicating single-emitter behavior with g(2) (0) < 0.5. Blue line: fit to function
1 + Ae-I(t/), with g( 2 )(0) = 0.247 and r the excited state lifetime 13.57 ns.
studied samples. To further increase the coherence time, we performed a Hahn echo
measurement which decouples the NV from quasi-static magnetic fields (Figure 4d).
Primary features are two Gaussian peaks, attributed to the effect of local 13C nuclear
spins, periodic modulation attributed to the effects of other strongly coupled local
nuclear spins, including nitrogen, and an overall exponentially decaying coherence
envelope[133]. We measure a long T2 time of 79 s. This T2 represents a significant
increase over T2, and demonstrates that the coherence of this NV is limited by nuclear
spin interaction rather than local electronic defects, in contrast to HPHT nanodia-
monds. Finally, CPMG sequences were employed to further decouple the NV spin
and extend coherence through repeated spin-refocusing pulses. These measurements,
taken with a maximal CPMG repetition n = 40 on a second CVD nanodiamond (fig-
ure 3-4e), resulted in an exceptionally long observed coherence time T2 = 210 Ps, up
a factor of 7 from the n = 1 case. These measurements do not show "3C modulation
due to a lower sampling frequency, thus exposing the overall coherence envelope.
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Figure 3-4: Spin Characterization. Figures a-d performed on NV A, figure e performed
on NV B. Contrast is normalized to the overall fluorescence, with 1 corresponding to
the m, = 0 bright state and -1 corresponding to the m, = 1 dark state. Observed
overall contrast was ~ 15% at a total fluorescence rate of 60 kcps. a, Continuous-
wave ESR under static magnetic field. b, Rabi oscillations. Blue line: fit to function
Ae-t/T2,abi sin(bt + c) + d, T2,abi = 3.53 ps. c, Ramsey interferometry. Blue line: fit to
function Ae-t/T2Ek sin(bkt + ck) +d, T* = 1.83 s d, Hahn Echo. Blue lines: Gaussian
fits over range of revival peak. Black line: fit to Ae-'/T2Ej(eT)2) Ej(sin(bjt+cj))+d,
decay constant T2 = 79 ps. e, CPMG-n for n =1 (blue, n = 20 (black), 30 (green),
and 40 (red). Lines: Exponential fits, with T2 = 210 tis for n = 40.
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Figure 3-5: Magnetometry. a, Magnetic field and pulse sequence. The AC magnetic
field has a frequency of 1/2AT= 35.7 kHz, while its amplitude is varied. b, Mag-
netometry results for AC magnetometry sequence performed on NV B, consisting of
106 sequence repetitions per point, with a total measurement time per sequence of 32
ps. The measured sensitivity is 290 nT Hz-1/2.
3.3.3 AC Magnetometry
This exceptionally long spin coherence time in the high-purity CVD diamond nanocrys-
tals enables high-precision AC magnetometry. By matching the frequency of an al-
ternating magnetic field to the repetition rate of the Hahn echo sequence (Fig. 3-5a),
the NV spin acquires a phase proportional to the magnetic field strength which in
turn can be read-out optically through the NV spin-dependent fluorescence[114]. The
minimum detectable field strength SB is given by the ratio of the uncertainty in the
signal ors to the change in signal per unit magnetic field 9, and scales with the
square root of the coherence time \/f2. Figure 3-5b shows a measurement of the
CVD nanodiamond output fluorescence as a function of external magnetic field am-
plitude, using a Hahn echo sequence with total sensing time r = 32 ps. Due to
the long coherence time of the CVD nanocrystals and resulting high slope g, we
achieve a record magnetic field sensitivity of 6B = 290 nT Hz-1/ 2 for an NV center
in nanodiamond.
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3.4 Discussion
While the coherence times achieved for NV centers in the CVD nanodiamonds can
be very high and the nanodiamonds fabricated in large quantities, it is important to
consider the repeatability and yield of the fabrication process. Not every NV cen-
ter in the nanodiamonds exhibits long coherence times; we find that approximately
10% of bright spots with clear ESR signature showed coherence times in excess of
10 s. This number is as high as ~40% in similarly prepared bulk diamond, which
was irradiated with a dose of 108 ions cm- 2 and energies from 30-300 keV. [134] We
attribute the lower coherence time in the nanocrystals to the increase in N density
of over four orders of magnitude to 2 - 1012 15N cm- 2 , which was used in our pro-
cess to realize a high expected NV-per-nanocrystal yield of ~ 40%. Since large 15N
implantation density is required to have a reasonable NV yield within the 50 nm di-
ameter of the CVD nanocrystals, the local paramagnetic spin bath density is higher
than that in systems that do not require high NV density, such as bulk CVD di-
amond. In addition, low-energy implantation localizes paramagnetic 15 N defects in
a thin layer rather than distributing them throughout the diamond, resulting in a
high local defect density. As the dose is decreased, T2 increases due to the longer
average spacing between a given NV center and the spin bath[62], but with a corre-
sponding decrease in NV number. We believe that to increase NV density with long
phase coherence time, N to NV creation yield must be improved from the nominal
1% to create NVs with fewer implanted nitrogen atoms. One way to achieve this is
co-implantation with other species [135] to create additional vacancies. Other ways
to improve coherence include isotopic purification[119j, high temperature (>1200 'C)
annealing[134 and diamond re-growth[136]. These techniques may also alleviate ob-
served flaws with shallow-implanted NV centers that are observed even in bulk dia-
mond, such as charge instability and limited coherence times that are attributed to
other crystal defects[134]. Advanced spin control protocols, such as extended CPMG
sequences[13], could also be used to increase the coherence time of this system. The
magnetic field sensitivity would likewise increase through the use of multi-pulse mag-
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netometry sequences[137 which could increase the sensing time to the full T2 time of
210 s observed in the CPMG measurements and thus reach a predicted sensitivity of
105 nT Hz- 1/ 2 . Even without these sequences, however, NVs in the fabricated CVD
nanodiamonds demonstrate the highest phase coherence time of any solid-state qubit
in a nanoparticle.
3.5 Conclusion and Outlook
In this work, we presented the fabrication and characterization of high purity CVD
diamond nanocrystals with average diameter of 50 nm, and demonstrated long coher-
ence times of the NVs they contain, exceeding 200 ps. Through the use of high-quality
starting material and CPMG decoupling, we demonstrated a phase coherence time
that exceeds that of typical HPHT nanodiamond by two orders of magnitude. With
spin properties similar to those found in bulk diamond, NVs contained in these high-
quality nanocrystals can allow protocols that have only been implemented in bulk
systems, such as spin-based electric field sensing, at the nanoscale. Furthermore, dia-
mond nanocrystals are well suited for use as biological probes, and the increased field
sensitivity demonstrated here enables measurement of relevant systems, such as neu-
ral networks, with distributed and highly localizable sensors[138]. Due to their small
volume, the fabricated CVD nanocrystals are also ideal for integration with photonic
structures in silicon or III-V materials where the NV could act as a spin qubit without
significantly perturbing the cavity or waveguide mode[30, 112]. Further optimization
of the fabrication technique could lead to a diameter of < 20 nm, dependent on the
metal nanoparticle sizing, while use of isotopically purified host material, optimized
dose parameters, and advanced control sequences could extend coherence times to
the millisecond level as observed in bulk diamond.
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Chapter 4
Ultra-high Aspect Ratio
Nanomasking
4.1 Introduction
Among the hundreds of color centers in diamond[139], the NV is the only defect
reported which has an electron spin triplet that can be optically initialized[140]
and measured[141] using optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR). The elec-
tron spin levels can be manipulated by microwave pulses[11] and exhibit coher-
ence times exceeding milliseconds at room temperature [119] and approaching one
second at liquid nitrogen temperature[13]. These exceptional properties have en-
abled demonstrations of qubit gates[142, 143] quantum registers[144, 145, 15] and
NV-photon12 and NV-NV[146] entanglement. In particular, entanglement between
two NV centers coupled via dipolar interactions was recently demonstrated at room
temperature[1461. However, to extend this approach to larger numbers of coupled
qubits, a technique for fabricating small ensembles of several NVs with separations
of 5-20 nm is required[147, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152]. These ensembles need to be
sufficiently isolated from other NVs and other atomic defects, in particular nitrogen
atoms to avoid unnecessary background fluorescence and magnetic noise. One estab-
lished way to realize such isolated clusters of spins is by nitrogen implantation and
subsequent annealing[79]. Recently, spatially selective implantation of NVs has been
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reported based on nitrogen implantation through an electron-beam patterned resist
mask (made of poly methyl methacrylate (PMMA))[153, 1541, a mica nano-channel
hard mask[155J, a pierced atomic force microscope (AFM) tip[156, and directly by fo-
cused ion beam (FIB) [157]. The smallest reported full-width half-maximum (FWHM)
of implanted NV ensembles to date is ~25 nm, achieved by sequential N implantation
through a pierced AFM tip[156]. By contrast, PMMA masks produced by electron
beam lithography (EBL) enable high fabrication rate and implantation with single
NV localization, but with a much broader FWHM of ~60-80 nm[153]. Furthermore,
to achieve high implantation isolation outside of the defined apertures, a high aspect
ratio is required as is the case for mica masks[1551.
Here, we present an implantation technique based on masks produced from 270
nm-thick silicon-on-oxide (SOI) membranes by a combination of EBL lithography
and atomic layer deposition (ALD), enabling for the first time 1 nm wide implanta-
tion lines with high aspect ratio. This approach combines the low FWHM of AFM
tip implantation with the high throughput of EBL patterning and the aspect ratio
of randomly patterned implantation masks (mica[155]). We employ these masks to
fabricate rectangular NV implantation regions in which the smaller dimension has a
FWHM as low as 1 nm, reaching a regime where the N distribution is not limited by
the feature size of the mask but by the fundamental process of implanted nitrogen
scattering in the diamond lattice. This approach opens the door to scalable fabri-
cation of isolated spin ensembles for quantum information processing and quantum
transport[?] measurements.
State-of-the-art EBL is capable of writing features as small as -5 nm directly into
the e-beam resist[158]. However, such patterning requires thin resist (10 nm[158]),
which does not provide sufficient isolation between the target zones inside the aper-
tures and the masked areas. For instance, an implantation depth of 10 nm into the
diamond would require a PMMA thickness of -75 nm to achieve an isolation factor of
100, the lower limit for adequate background reduction. The aspect ratio of a resist
can in principle be increased by reactive ion etching (RIE) pattern transfer into a
second mask, but material removal with RIE becomes extremely inefficient for hole
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sizes on the nanometer scale and depths of tens to hundreds of nm (see Supplemen-
tary) due to ion screening. Another strategy for patterning small apertures employs
electron beam ablation of thin membranes of silicon nitride[159]. For this method,
the depth of such apertures is limited to 10-15 nm, and the time-intensive nature of
this approach makes it unsuitable for patterning large areas. As present fabrication
methods face similar limitations as those discussed above, it is evident that presently
available scanning beam patterning and dry etching techniques do not produce small
enough apertures with sufficient large aspect ratio. To overcome this limitation, we
have developed a technique in which apertures patterned into a Si membrane by
standard EBL and RIE (Fig. la) are subsequently narrowed by conformal ALD. In
this way, several 10 nm wide lines, well within standard silicon patterning processes,
were narrowed, with atomic layer precision control, to the sub- nanometer scale by
ALD of alumina (A1 2 03 ). These silicon masks were subsequently released from the
Si substrate by hydrofluoric acid (HF) etching of the 3 iim Si0 2 layer in the SOI
chip (SOITEC), and then mechanically transferred onto high-purity diamond sub-
strates (Element6; nitrogen concentration below 10 ppb) either before or after ALD
deposition. Because the mask is fabricated separately from the diamond, we avoid
possible degradation of the diamond substrate surface during the processing steps.
After the transfer of these Si-A120 3 masks onto the diamond, nitrogen was implanted
over a range of doses (2 - 4 -1013 ions cm-2) and energies (6-20 keV, Innovion). After
mechanically removing the mask, the diamond was annealed at 850 'C to form NV
centers.
4.2 Sample Fabrication
4.2.1 Ultra-High Aspect Ratio Silicon Nanomasks
Figure 4-la,b compares two processing sequences (denoted A and B). For each sample,
a Si mask with implantation apertures of various nominal lengths (L=200-1000 nm,
in increments of 100 nm) and widths (Wsi=45-100 nm, in increments of 1-2 nm)
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underwent ALD before (Sample A) or after (Sample B) mask transfer onto diamond.
Both approaches have different merits. By first transferring the Si membrane and
then depositing A12 03 (Sample B), a thin layer of alumina was also deposited on the
diamond surface; this can prevent ion channeling effects[153], but also requires higher
implantation energy to reach the same depth as in Sample A, which in turns leads to
additional implantation straggle. A benefit of ALD deposition before mask transfer
(Sample A) is that the same mask can be re-used multiple times.
270 nm thick SOI with 3 ptm buried oxide layer was used to produce the hard
masks. Upon the SOI surface undiluted ZEP 520A e-beam resist was spun at 4 krpm
and pre-baked at 1800 C for 3 min. The mask patterns were written by JEOL JBX-
6300FS at 100 kV with beam current of 250 pA at high magnification mode (Mode 6)
with a dosage of 600 tC cm2 . Post writing, the resist was developed in cooled Hexyl
Acetate at temperature of -25' C for 95 s and cleaned in isopropanol for additional
95 s. Post development, the SOI hard mask are dry etched by Oxford Instruments
Plasmalab 100 using mixture of SF6 :02 =40:18 at 100 'C with ICP power of 800 W
and RF power of 15 W for 30 s. After etching the resist was removed by Remover PG
at 90 'C. Then, the sample was undercut in 49% concentrated hydrofluoric acid (HF)
for 4 min. At this stage the freestanding 30 pmx20 tm hard masks are attached to
the SOI substrate with four 350 nm-wide silicon bridges at the mask corners.
Then, in Sample A, the uniform and conformal coating of alumina to the high
aspect ratio holes was applied by an ALD in exposure mode. In this way, the substrate
is alternatively exposed to precursor vapors of trimethylaluminum and water for an
extended period (~5 s) to provide enough diffusion time for the precursors to reach
inside the narrow holes. The deposition is performed on CambridgeNanoTech Savanah
S100. In this sample the mask lines with a width varying from 30-100 nm with a width
step of 2-3 nm were covered by 175 deposition cycles. Then, a thin tungsten probe
covered with adhesive micro-spheres of Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and mounted
on a micromanipulator was used to detach the masks from the SOI (by breaking the
bridges) and to transfer them onto the diamond surface. The diamonds used here are
ultra pure diamond from Element Six with nitrogen concentration lower than 5 ppb.
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Prior to the transfer, the diamonds were cleaned in piranha solution H 2 SO 4 / H2 02
(3:1).
For sample B the millimeter mask was undercut in 49% HF. Then the HF con-
centration was diluted and the mask was transferred first onto a Teflon, and then
onto the diamond surface. Then, 225 cycles of alumina were deposited in the expose
mode while the mask was sitting on the diamond. The samples were implanted with
nitrogen (15N) at 6 keV (Sample A) and at 20 keV (Sample B). The dosages were
as described in the paragraph above. Post implantation, sample B was exposed to
49% HF for 5 min to remove alumina. Then the masks were mechanically removed
from all samples and they were annealed at 850' C in vacuum. As the last step the
diamonds were cleaned in boiling HClO 4 /HNO 3 /H 2 SO4 (1:1:1).
Fig. 4-1b shows nitrogen distribution profiles simulated by Stopping Range of
Ions in Matter (SRIM)[160] software for both samples. These calculations assume
implantation energies of 6 keV and 20 keV for Samples A and B, respectively, and
result in a theoretical lateral straggle of 3.1 nm for Sample A and 11 nm for Sample
B.
The mask for Sample B was transferred directly from the SOI wafer onto diamond
by wet release in hydrofluoric acid. This allows arbitrarily large (mm-scale) mem-
branes to be transferred with high yield. Such a large mask allows for simultaneous
N implantation into millions of target regions, increasing the probability of creating
addressable and dipole-coupled NV spin ensembles and mitigating the impact of local
mask processing or transfer induced imperfections. By contrast, ALD before mask
transfer (Sample A) requires the membranes to be first suspended on the Si wafer
after undercut. To avoid membrane bowing and adhesion to the Si substrate during
the wet HF undercut step, we found that membranes should have side lengths below
100 tm. Critical point drying could extend the size of the membranes used in Sample
A.
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Figure 4-1: Implantation through silicon hard mask. a, Fabrication scheme from
silicon mask undercut to implantation for Samples A and B. b, SRIM simulation
of implanted nitrogen. Vertical cross-section of the mask and implantation region
(left); close-up of nitrogen post-implantation ion on Sample A (center, 6 keV) and
Sample B (right, 20 keV) with lateral straggle of 3.1 and 11 nm, respectively. Color
bar: normalized nitrogen density. c, Top-down SEM images of mask following ALD,
showing a minimum mask width of 3.1 ngi4
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4.2.2 Scanning Electron Microscope Characterization
Characterization of the membranes using scanning electron microscope (SEM) imag-
ing revealed mask lines with a minimal width of Wsi = 25 nm following pattern
transfer into a Si membrane with a thickness of 270 nm. To perform this transfer,
cryogenic reactive ion etching was used. Following transfer, fully under-cut masks
were covered with ~100 nm of Pt to prevent milling re-deposition during cross-section.
This was done in situ deposition at Helios NanoLab dual SEM/FIB. Then, vertical
cross-sections were milled by FIB in the center of 10 and 15 nm wide lines with 48
pA current at 30 kV voltage.The high aspect ratio of the line was achieved via in-
tentional over-etching with a threefold increase in the etching time compared to the
etching time for larger apertures (Wsi > 150 nm). This width, while demonstrating
the limitation of silicon-only processing, is already comparable to the AFM tip im-
plantation resolution[161 and is more than two times smaller than that in PMMA
masks[153, 1541. Following conformal Al 2 03 ALD, we observed gaps as narrow as 3.1
nm from the top surface on both samples (Figure 4-1c)
4.2.3 Transmission Electron Microscope Characterization
As top-down SEM does not reveal the aperture profile, we examined cross-sections of
a Si membrane mask for fabrication process A via focused ion beam (FIB) sectioning.
To prevent re-deposition of Si, a 200 nm thick layer of platinum (Pt) was deposited.
The high-magnification SEM images in Fig. 2a,b confirm that the gaps were open
throughout, with a width down to -10 nm. We used transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) to image with a resolution below 10 nm. After EBL the masks were dry-
etched and exposed to 49% HF for 5 s. This produced the required undercut to
enable conformal alumina deposition with ALD in the way similar to our free standing
membrane masks, but leaving enough SiO2 substrate beneath the lines to allow for
TEM sample preparation and mounting on the grid. The partially undercut samples
were covered with 175 cycles of alumina in the expose mode. The samples were
thinned to ~50 nm by FIB in the middle of a 1.5 1tm long line region. The final ion
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milling was performed at 5 keV to reduce beam damage to the sample.The thinned
lines were analyzed with JEOL JEM-1400 LaB at 120 keV.
The TEM images in Fig. 4-2c-e show the profiles of Wsi=[45 nm, 47 nm, 50
nml after ALD of A12 0 3 . The aperture width varies with depth into the Si mask,
reaching its narrowest 'waist' near the center and widening towards the top and
bottom surfaces of the membrane. Fig. 4-2c shows that apertures can reach waist
widths of only W" 3 = 0.9 0.3 nm. This ultra-narrow width was produced by
deposition of 17.5 nm thick A1 2 0 3 on a gap of width Wsi = 45 1 nm. Figure 2d
and e show TEMs of apertures with initial widths of Wsi =[47 1 nm, 50 1 nm],
resulting in gaps of Wi"/Q =[2.2 0.2 nm, 4.4 0.4 nml (Figure 4-2d,e). Remarkably,
because of the atomic control of the ALD thickness, these W"/nQ3 values are wider
than for the Wsi=45 nm masks by almost precisely the difference in starting masks
widths, [2 t 1 nm, 5 1 nm]= [47 1 nm, 50 1 nm]-45 nm, as one may expect for
an ideal process.
4.2.4 Circular and Arbitrary Aperture Fabrication
In Fig. 4-3a conformal ALD of 22.5 nm was applied to circular apertures of 76 and
86 nm diameters in silicon. This resulted in shrinking aperture diameter towards 30
and 40 nm, respectively. Further shrinkage of more complex geometry is shown in
Fig. 4-3b on the MIT logo. This initial results show that the processing approach
described in the letter can be applied to circular and complex aperture geometries.
4.2.5 Nitrogen Implantation and NV Formation
After these masks were mechanically transferred onto the target diamond (Fig 4-
4a,b), we performed nitrogen implantation (Innovion) with the parameters shown in
Figure 4-4b. We parameterize the expected nitrogen distribution after implantation
by a characteristic length D" , the Gaussian FWHM corresponding to the expected
implantation spatial variance: De"t = Win + A ,,hggle
of A = 2v/log 2 ~ 2.35 converts a standard deviation to full-width half-maximum.
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Figure 4-2: Vertical profile of ALD coated sub-15 nm mask (Sample A). a-b, FIB
cross-section with Pt layer on top. a, 10 nm wide line b, 15 nm wide lines. c-e, TEM
analysis of ALD coated partially undercut masks. c, Wsz=45 nm lines, corresponding
toWio= 0.7 - 1.2 nm. From left to right: TEM sample aperture, top line profile,
middle line, bottom. d, e TEM analysis of implantation line with Wsi=47 and 50
nm, corresponding to Wg =2 and 4 nm respectively.
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Figure 4-3: Conformal filling of curved structures at 270 nm thick SOI. a. Two circles
with initial diameter of 76 nm (top) and 86 nm (bottom) covered by 22.5 nm of
alumina. b. MIT logo with identical coverage.
The standard deviation 0mask is calculated by approximating the mask as a zero-mean
uniform distribution with width W?" 3 , while astraggle is the lateral implantation
straggle calculated by SRIM. For our experimental parameters on Sample A (Figure
4-4c), we expect a nitrogen distribution D"t - 9.1 nm. Sample B had an increased
implantation straggle due to the increased implantation energy, resulting in Dit
26.3 nm. In both samples A and B the NV distribution is dominated by straggle
rather than the mask dimension, as 9straggle > 0mask . Following the implantation,
the A120 3 coating of Sample B was removed using HF and the masks from both
samples were mechanically removed. Subsequently, all samples were annealed at 850
0C to create NVs. Fig. 4-4a,b show fluorescence microscopy images of the resulting
NV ensembles for samples A and B, respectively.
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Figure 4-4: Sample parameter space summary. a, Microscope images of Si masks
and confocal scans of NV ensembles pre- and post implantation, respectively. Sample
A (top) and Sample B (bottom). b, Summary of mask and implantation parame-
ters with minimal line width defined by Weff, initial silicon width Wsi , and the
corresponding theoretical limit to the implantation distribution D".
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4.3 Optical Characterization
4.3.1 Setup Description
We characterized the samples optically with a Zeiss Objective (NA = 1.3, EC Plan-
NeoFluar 100x) on a commercial microscope (Zeiss Axio Observer.Zlm) outfitted with
a ProEM-512K CCD. The 532nm excitation source (Coherent Verdi G5) was passed
through an acoustic-optical modulator (Gooch & Housego 35085-0.5) as well as a
quarter-wave plate to achieve uniform excitation of all NV orientations, and focused
onto the back-aperture of the objective for wide-field illumination (- 10 x 10 pLm 2
FWHM). The resulting emission was filtered using 635 nm long-pass (Semrock) and
532 nm notch (Thorlabs) filters. Alternatively, for confocal excitation, the collimated
beam was aligned directly into the objective, and fluorescence collected into a single-
mode fiber (SMF) and measured by a single photon detector (Excelitas SPCM-AQ4C-
IO). Auto-correlation measurements were done by coupling the SMF output to a
fiber directional coupler (FC632-50B-FC), splitting the output between two single
photons detectors whose correlation was measured by a time-correlated single photon
counting module (Picoharp 300). For these measurements, a 650 nm long-pass filter
(Thorlabs) was used in addition to a 532 nm notch (Thorlabs). For both wide-field and
confocal spin manipulation, microwave excitation was achieved through a 15-30 tm
wire placed approximately 15-30 lim away from the region of interest. The microwave
source (Rohde & Schwarz SMIQ03s) was directed through a TTL-controlled switch
(Minicircuits ZASWA-2-50DR+) before being amplified (Minicircuits ZHL-16W-43+)
and delivered to the sample. Timing of the pulses was achieved with a Pulse Blaster
ESR Pro (SpinCore).
4.3.2 Wide-Field Superresolution Imaging
We performed wide-field deterministic emitter switch microscopy (DESM) to image
NVs produced by these implantation masks. DESM was used to localize NVs by
modulating the spin-dependent fluorescence of NVs in the four crystallographic ori-
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entations of single-crystal diamond[138]. An external, locally homogenous magnetic
field was used to impart a unique Zeeman shift for each NV orientation, so that
NVs in different directions could be individually modulated. Since NVs with iden-
tical orientations are indistinguishable in this method, only sites with four or fewer
NVs - each with different orientations in the crystal lattice - are spatially resolvable.
Therefore, our statistics were assembled only from sites with single NVs in any given
crystal orientation. Such sites were determined by the background-free brightness of
the spot, normalized to the brightness of single-NV sites. The single-NV-brightness
was calibrated from spots in which the second order correlation function at zero time
difference, g(2 ) (0), was less than 0.5 as determined by confocal microscopy with two
avalanche photodiodes in a Hanbury-Brown-Twiss configuration. Fig 4-5a shows an
exemplary implantation spot on Sample A that contains a single NV, together with
the corresponding ODMR spectrum. In Figure 4-5b, an ensemble containing three
NVs from Sample B is imaged as an example, with the closest NV pair having a
separation of 16 5 nm. Wide-field DESM enabled us to image distances as small as
8 3 nm.
We evaluated the localization of the NV ensembles by statistical analysis on mul-
tiple spots for which we verified that only single NVs exist in each crystal direction,
but with at least two NVs overall. Super-resolution imaging was used to localize
NVs in such spots with respect to the estimated lithographically defined center of
such implantation holes. The resulting distribution of NVs in the transverse direction
relative to the lithographic center (Xj - (Xj) for all NVs i within ensemble j) is
shown in Figures 4-6a,b. The standard deviation of this distribution allows for cal-
culation of the ensemble localization in the confined direction, given as a Gaussian
FWHM: D"" = 26 3.75 nm for Sample A, and D"" = 26 2.4 nm for Sample
B. These results agree with predicted distributions given the measured mask widths:
De<t = 19.1 nm for sample A and D"' = 26.3 nm for sample Sample B. Although
initial estimation predicted that NV localization on Sample A could be as low as 9
nm for Wef f = nm lines, only the lines with W'fe, > 11 nm - corresponding
to D , > 19 nm - had a sufficient probability of containing any NVs to allow for
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Figure 4-5: Analysis of implantation lines. a, Confocal scans of various length (Wsi =
55 nm, Wj1 3 = 10 nm) lines of Sample A are shown. Single NV occupied lines are
resolved, one is marked with a square dotted line. Its g(2) (middle) and ESR (bottom)
are presented. b, Confocal scans of various length (Wsi = 54 nm, Wgm 3 < 1 nm)
on Sample B are shown. An ensemble of three NVs (L = 100 nm) marked with
blue dotted square is resolved. Its g(2) , ESR and super-resolved NV distribution are
shown, with d(NV2,NV3)= 16+5 nm, d(NV1,NV3)= 46.5 5 nm.
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Figure 4-6: Line width analysis. a, Single NV distribution histogram for W=55 nm,
W n ~ 11 nm, L = 500 nm lines (Sample A) as a function of its distance from
the aperture center shows FWHM =26 2.4 nm. b, Sample B distribution of WNV
in NV regions with W~in/ < 1 nm, FWHM = 25.8 3.5 nm. Right: spatial map of
measured NV positions relative to ensemble center, individual regions are mapped on
top of each other. c, Table summarizing mask width, estimated WN distribution and
measured NV distribution.
statistically meaningful analysis. To achieve more localized NV ensembles, a higher
implantation dosage, improved N to NV conversion yield, or a larger number of im-
plantation holes would be needed. The lateral and axial positions of NVs in Sample
B compared to the mask center are shown in Figure 4-6b. The distribution of NV
positions along the lateral axis matches closely the expected nitrogen distribution
through an infinitesimally narrow mask, as calculated by SRIM (Figure 4-6c). The
ensembles therefore reach the spatial localization limit set by the implantation strag-
gle rather than any limit set by aperture size. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the narrowest NV ensemble localization reported.
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4.4 Discussion
The mask minimum width of - nm demonstrated here agrees with the fundamental
limit defined by a single alumina deposition cycle thickness. Despite having a sub-
nanometer-scale , the lateral straggle increased the estimated NV-localization limit
to 7 nm. For QI applications, it is conceivable to achieve improved control over NV
spacing along the aperture line by modifying the pattern with a line of connected or
partially overlapping, small holes. In this way, after alumina deposition, only circular
apertures at given pitches remain, and lateral localization could likely be reduced to 5-
10 nm. Since the vertical implantation straggle varies from 3.1 to 11 nm, for the given
implantation energies, the NVs would be localized within -5-11 nm in all directions.
Realization of this scheme would likely require a decrease in the thickness of the
resist and the membrane, which would also require a decrease in implantation energy.
Because of the stochastic implantation process, controlling the NV configurations
below 10 nm or so is not feasible; for this reason, it is important to produce large
number of arrays, as demonstrated in Sample B, and selecting the successful ones. The
feasibility of this approach is demonstrated in Figure 4-3 for arbitrary apertures. The
NV-NV distances obtained by this method allow for the production of coupled spin
systems. For NV-NV separations of 20 nm or less, dipolar coupling strengths on the
order of tens of kilohertz are expected. This coupling would allow the entanglement
of nearby NVs, with long spin coherence times, which have been shown in shallow-
implanted bulk diamond[162, 1361 as well as nanodiamond[163].
4.5 Conclusion and Outlook
In this work we have presented a mask implantation technique with minimum di-
mensions down to -1 nm. The mask has a thickness in excess of 270 nm and
therefore enables ion implantation with high isolation. We demonstrated 15 N im-
plantation at energies of 6 and 20 keV, producing localization of the resulting NVs
with a FWHM down to 26 2.4 nm. Such narrow localization enables QI applica-
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tions based on magnetically coupled NV spin systems. The membranes, which were
produced by a combination of EBL-RIE processing and conformal ALD deposition,
could be adjusted to match a wide range of implantation energies. In addition, this
mask fabrication process is also suitable for dry etching and deposition processes on a
wide range of materials, including non-flat substrates. While these aspects of the SOI
mask-transfer process are advantageous, the relatively large size of apertures (30 nm)
as compared to lines (1 nm) as well as the lack of precision in the transfer process
present challenges for future development. The straggle-limited N implantation and
NV formation demonstrated here represents an important step for the precise fabri-
cation of coupled spin systems, with applications in quantum transport and quantum
simulation[147, 149, 150, 151, 1521 room-temperature quantum computing with small
spin ensembles[148, quantum registers[15], and spintronic devices[12].
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Chapter 5
Nanoscale engineering of
closely-spaced electronic spins in
diamond
5.1 Introduction
Optically-addressable spin systems in solids, such as quantum dots[164, 165, 1661
and atomic crystal impurities[167, 168, 169, 170, 146, 171], are currently the subject
of considerable interest for their potential as spin qubits for quantum information
processing[172, 25, 12] and sensors of magnetic fields and temperature, with nanome-
ter spatial resolution[114, 173, 174, 175].The negatively charged nitrogen-vacancy
(NV) center in diamond[176] has become a leading candidate for the implementa-
tion of a solid state quantum processor that can function at ambient conditions. Its
optically-addressable electron spin state can be initiated and measured with high fi-
delity and coherently controlled through microwave pulses[11], thanks to its excellent
photo-stability and millisecond coherence time at room temperature[57] (reaching 1
sec at 77 K) [13] in ultrapure, isotopically engineered diamond. These unique features
have enabled important recent accomplishments, including high-fidelity one- and two-
qubit gates[177, electron-spin based quantum registers[15], entanglement between
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two NV centers via dipolar coupling[146], and long-distance heralded entanglement
mediated by photons[23].
Central to many quantum information processing applications with NV centres is
the ability to produce small clusters of magnetically coupled spins. Two exemplary ap-
plications are (i) error-corrected quantum registers[70 which could serve as memories
in modular quantum computers[1781 and quantum repeater networks[179, 180], and
(ii) room-temperature quantum computing[148, 181, 1821. (i) Limited error correc-
tion was already demonstrated with three nuclear spins coupled via the NV's electron
spin system[17], but general error correction requires at least 9 spins, a number that
becomes difficult and slow to control with only one NV electron spin. One promising
solution is to increase the number of NVs per error-corrected quantum register to - 3
or more, which is feasible as long as NVs are within ~ 10 nm from each other to allow
fast (~ tens of kHz) dipolar coupling. (ii) Although room-temperature quantum com-
puting approaches have been shown to tolerate some randomness in spin-spacing and
hence dipolar coupling strength, consistent coupling achieves highest performance. A
common requirement for all of these applications is that the mutual dipolar inter-
action of two neighboring NV spins be larger than the coupling of each individual
spin with the surrounding environment. Given demonstrated coherence times of - 1
ms and the rapid r- 3 decay of the dipole-dipole interaction with separation, NVs
must be co-localized to within - 40 nm while preserving optimal spin quality. More
precise positioning directly translates into higher theoretical two-qubit entanglement
fidelities, as well as tolerance for environmental decoherence. The scalable creation
of high-quality NV centers with nanometer-scale positioning accuracy is therefore a
central challenge for these approaches.
Various methods to engineer NV centers through "N+ ion implantation and an-
nealing have been pursued. Serial implantation techniques, using maskless focused
ion beam[183, 184] or pierced scanning probe[185, 156], are flexible methods for the
creation of individual NV centers in predetermined locations, but either the spatial
resolution remains limited to a few hundred nanometers (for the N ion beam) or
the technique is not easily scalable to large areas (for the pierced AFM). Therefore,
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parallel implantation employing lithographically defined masks has been developed
to simultaneously address the requirement of placement accuracy and high through-
put. Examples of such masks include apertures in PMMA[153, 154, 186(diameter >
30 nm), high-aspect-ratio nano-channels in mica[155 (diameter > 30 nm, randomly
positioned), and sub-10-nm linear trenches in silicon[1871. The latter represents the
highest lateral resolution demonstrated to date but suffers from limited site-to-site
pitch and low localization in the axial direction. To obtain a spatial distribution of
implanted NV centers with small FWHM and simultaneously guarantee a high im-
plantation isolation outside of the defined apertures, masks made with low density and
low atomic weight materials must be thick, on the scale of hundreds of nanometers.
However, thick masks do not allow for closely spaced patterns.
In this work, we present a fabrication technique for creating arrays of shallow
NV centers with ~ 10 nm spatial localization and site-to-site spacing of 40 nm, as
illustrated in Fig. 5-1. This pitch is sufficiently small for magnetic dipolar coupling
between NVs implanted through neighboring apertures to be faster than decoher-
ence processes for demonstrated millisecond T 2 times[146], in principle allowing for
dipole-mediated entanglement. Our process relied on high resolution electron-beam
lithography in combination with dry etching to create apertures in a 35 nm-thick
gold film deposited directly onto an ultrapure CVD-grown diamond substrate. This
was subsequently irradiated with high energy "N+ ions and annealed to form NV-
centers. We imaged the resulting color centers via super-resolution microscopy and
characterized their optically-addressable spins. The high atomic mass and high den-
sity mask ensures excellent implantation isolation (more than 40 dB) which permits
the formation of nanoscale apertures with low aspect-ratio and close spacing, achiev-
ing high spatial resolution and fine pitch across the diamond sample.
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Figure 5-1: Concept for the creation of closely-spaced electronic spins in diamond.
The implantation of nitrogen through a mask presenting nanoscale apertures in close
proximity to one another, enable the creation of NV centres with high spatial res-
olution and fine pitch. This allows the possibility of entanglement of adjacent spin
qubits by means of direct magnetic dipolar coupling.
5.2 Sample Fabrication
5.2.1 Fabrication of the Nanopatterned Mask
The fabrication process is illustrated in Fig. 5-2. The small diamond substrate
was mounted onto a carrier silicon chip and by means of electron-beam evaporation
(Angstrom EvoVac) performed at a rate of 0.5 A/s while maintaining the chamber
pressure below 5 x 10- mbar, a thin film of 8 nm of Cr and 35 nm of Au was created.
An indium wire was then used to establish an electrical connection between the top
surface of the gold-coated diamond sample and the carrier silicon chip, as required
during electron-beam lithography. Next, the chip carrying the diamond was attached
onto a glass coverslip and mounted off-center on a spinner, to increase the tangential
velocity and avoid the accumulation of resist at the corners of the 2 mm x 2 mm
diamond, observed in the case of centered spin-coating. Polymethyl-methacrylate
(PMMA) of molecular weight 495K (2% solution in anisole) was spun to create a 60
nm thick film and baked at 180 'C for 15 min.
The electron-beam exposure (Nanobeam nB4 lithography system) was performed
using 80 kV accelerating voltage, current 400 pA, varying the dose between 1500
.C/cm 2 and 3600 1.C/cm 2 (Fig. 5-2a). The layout contained different arrangements
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(singles, pairs, triplets, triangles, linear chains, 2D arrays) of 40 nm pitch and 60 nm
pitch ensembles of circles, covering the whole surface of the sample. The resist was
developed for 60 s in a solution of methyl-isobutyl ketone : isopropanol (MIBK : IPA,
1 : 3 by volume) at 5 0 C, applying ultrasonic agitation for increased resolution and
contrast, and rinsed in IPA to stop the development.
The chip was mounted on a 600 inclined support (with respect to the vertical)
to perform a tilted deposition of a 15 nm-thick Ti film by means of electron-beam
evaporation (Semicore S-2000), forming a protective hard mask (Fig. 5-2b). This
angular deposition method decreased the diameter of the apertures while protecting
the top surface of the resist during the oxygen plasma reactive ion etching (RIE).
The samples underwent a 10 s oxygen plasma treatment (Diener Tetra 30 PC plasma
cleaner, 0.25 mbar, 4 sccm 02 flow, 212 V DC bias, 300 W RF power at 13.56 MHz)
meant to eliminate residual resist from within the developed features. The pattern
transfer to the gold layer was accomplished by means of an argon plasma (Fig. 2c),
applied for a total of 6 minutes (Oxford PlasmaLab 80 Plus ICP 65, 60 W forward
power, 0 W ICP power, 50 scem of Ar repeated 18 times for 20 s each, spaced by 30 s
Ar flushing). Since the thickness of the oxidized metal-protected resist was twice that
of the Au layer, the aperture pattern could be transferred without jeopardizing the
integrity of the mask. Note that the underlying Cr layer was not etched to protect
the diamond surface from plasma-induced damage and to reduce the likelihood of ion
channeling during implantation[153, 186, 187, 188].
5.2.2 Scanning Electron Microscope Imaging
Fig. 5-3a-c shows SEM micrographs of 40 nm-pitch aperture arrays in the mask with
diameter of approximately 10 nm at various stages in the fabrication process. Before
applying the Ar plasma, the Ti hard-mask coating the resist presented the granular
structure typical of thin films deposited by e-beam evaporation. Following the pattern
transfer with Ar etching, the top surface of the mask appeared smooth due to the
sputtering action of the Ar+ ions, and the diameter of the apertures in the resist was
reduced, possibly because of structural changes in the heavily cross-linked polymer
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Figure 5-2: Fabrication process schematics. (a) A bulk diamond substrate was masked
by depositing 8 nm of Cr and 35 nm of Au. Electron beam lithography was used to
pattern a 60 nm-thick PMMA film. (b) Titanium was deposited at a 300 angle with
the substrate to form a hard-mask on the surface of the developed resist. 02 RIE was
applied to eliminate eventual resist residue. (c) Pattern transfer to the underlying
metal mask was achieved by means of RIE with argon. d) Broad-beam implantation
of 15 N+ ions at 10 keV resulted in the insertion of substitutional nitrogen within the
diamond lattice, approximately 10 nm below the surface. e) The resist and the metal
mask were removed with wet chemical treatments. f) Annealing the sample at 1000
0C allowed the formation of NV centers.
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during exposure to the Ar plasma. To confirm the pattern transfer to the Au mask, we
removed the PMMA layer from a test sample and imaged the gold surface directly,
observing apertures as defined by the e-beam patterned PMMA (Fig. 5-3c). We
created a mask containing arrays of apertures with various configurations to demon-
strate the flexibility of this high-throughput approach for the precise positioning of
NV centers. Fig. 5-3d-f displays linear chains, isolated pairs and two-dimensional
arrays of 60 nm-pitch apertures in a mask with lateral cross-section as sketched in
Figure 5-2d. The diameter of the circular features was varied between 10 nm and 20
nm by controlling the e-beam dose to allow separations as small as 20 nm between
the rims of neighboring apertures, in the case of 40 nm-pitch arrays.
5.2.3 Mask Resolution Limits
With further optimization, the nanopatterning of the mask could reach the resolution
limits of electron beam lithography with PMMA. Fig. 5-4 shows a pair of apertures
defined in a 50 nm-thick PMMA film on diamond, using the same e-beam exposure
and development conditions described in the Methods section. The highest resolution
we have achieved is 20 nm pitch and sub-10-nm diameter. These values surpass
what has previously been accomplished for PMMA e-beam lithography, particularly
in terms of pitch. Resist development is crucial to achieving such a high level of
resolution. The use of ultrasonic agitation during resist development in a cold solution
of MIBK/IPA makes the realization of very dense arrays possible.
5.2.4 Ion Implantation and Modeling
Following mask fabrication, the broad-beam implantation of 10 keV 15N+ ions (car-
ried out by INNOViON Corp.) introduced shallow nitrogen atoms at the predicted
depth of 7.5 nm below the diamond surface at the location of the mask apertures, as
illustrated in Fig. 5-2d. We performed simulations of the isolation of the mask and
the implantation depth of nitrogen into diamond using SRIM-2013 (Stopping Range
of Ions in Matter). The Monte Carlo algorithm simulated 50,000 15N+ ions incident
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Figure 5-4: SEM micrograph of a pair of apertures in 50 nm-thick PMMA spun onto
a diamond substrate. The distance between the centers of the apertures is 20 nm and
the diameter is less than 10 nm.
on the multi-layered mask normal to its surface with an energy of 10 keV. Accord-
ing to these simulations, none of these ions reaches the diamond substrate, which
translates to a predicted isolation probability greater than 99.998%. The majority
of the ions are trapped within the PMMA film, while the remaining ions come to
rest within the 35 nm-thick Au layer (Fig. 5-5a). These simulations do not take into
account possible degradation of the PMMA during the implantation process, nor the
non-uniform density of the Au film deposited by evaporation. On the other hand,
in correspondence with the apertures, the diamond is masked only by the Cr layer,
which helps to reduce ion channelling during implantation. Here the mean penetra-
tion depth of the 15 N+ ions into the diamond is 7.5 nm, as indicated by the dashed
yellow line in Fig. 5-5b, while the straggle (standard deviation of the distribution) is
6 nm.
Using the axial and lateral straggles of 6 nm and the mean depth of 7.5 nm
obtained from SRIM calculations, as well as the circular aperture of 10 nm diameter,
we simulated the position in three dimensions of resulting NVs implanted through
a single aperture using two different methods. First, we performed Monte Carlo
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Figure 5-5: a) SRIM simulation of the penetration depth of 10 keV 15N+ ions into
the multi-layered mask. The grey vertical lines delimit different materials, while the
blue line indicates the diamond surface. b) In correspondence with the apertures in
the mask, the ions penetrate to a mean depth of 7.5 nm, as indicated by the dashed
vertical yellow line.
simulations of the implanted NV spatial positions. We numerically modeled the
implanted NV distribution in the X and Y directions as a convolution between the
Gaussian point implant distribution (simulated by SRIM) and a single 10 nm diameter
circular implantation aperture. In the Z direction, we assumed that the mask had
no effect and therefore that the distribution was identical to the SRIM output. From
these distributions, we randomly and independently chose the positions for 10,000
modeled NV centers. We then took the difference in absolute position pairwise, with
the resulting NV-NV separations shown in the histogram in Fig. 5-6. Secondly,
we analytically modeled the 3D NV-NV separation as a Chi distribution with three
degrees of freedom, with variances in each degree of freedom equivalent to those of the
distributions above. The resulting model is the red curve in Fig. 5-6, which agrees
with the Monte Carlo simulation. We expect that a mean separation between NVs of
12 nm, and approximately one third of NV-NV pairs created by implantation through
the same aperture will have an absolute separation of less than 10 nm.
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Figure 5-6: Three-dimensional simulation of the NV-NV separation. Histogram:
Monte Carlo modelling. Red curve: Analytical Chi distribution model.
After the implantation, we removed the mask and annealed the sample at 1000 'C
to mobilize lattice vacancies, allowing them to be captured by substitutional nitro-
gen atoms, thus forming NV centers[79, 81] while at the same time repairing lattice
damage (Fig. 2e,f). We then removed the mask using solvents and acids (acetone
to remove the resist, KI/I2 gold etchant, CR7 chrome etchant, dilute HF to remove
titanium). To promote vacancy diffusion and the formation of NV centers with the
implanted interstitial nitrogen atom, we annealed the sample at 850 'C in a vacuum
furnace for two hours. During the annealing process, the surface of the diamond
sample develops graphitic carbon impurities that we removed by immersion in a mix-
ture of perchloric, sulphuric and nitric acid (1:1:1), which doesn't attack the diamond
sp3 bonds. An additional annealing step at 1000 'C in a high vacuum furnace (<
10-6 mbar) was performed to increase the NV- formation yield and its electron spin
coherence time[81]. Finally, the diamond was baked at 475 'C in a dry 30% 02 at-
mosphere for two hours to achieve oxygen surface termination[134] and increase the
yield of formation of negatively charged NV- versus neutral NV0 centers as well as
their photostability[134, 189, 162].
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5.3 Sample Characterization
5.3.1 Optical Imaging
We imaged the NV spin arrays via scanning confocal fluorescence microscopy per-
formed on a custom-made fluorescence microscope as shown in Figure 5-3g-i. Optical
excitation illumination was provided by a 532 nm laser either focused on the back focal
plane of the objective for wide-field illumination or collimated for confocal operation.
The emitted NV fluorescence was collected using an oil-immersion objective with NA
= 1.3, separated from the excitation beam path through a dichroic mirror, spectrally
filtered with a 635 nm long-pass filter, and directed either onto an EMCCD for wide-
field measurements or into single mode fiber for single-photon detection. Resonant
microwaves were applied to the sample through a 15 Lm wide copper wire positioned
on the diamond surface within ~ 20 tm of the measured NVs. The bright dots in the
scans correspond to NV center photoluminescence (PL), and the relative brightness
varies according to the number of NVs per cluster.
We analyzed the region in Fig. 5-3h, which contains an array of 60 nm-pitch
triangular clusters (11 x 11, 1 pim spacing), to calculate the NV conversion yield and
isolation. We observed 29 sites with no apparent NV centers out of the 121 sites
implanted (Fig. 5-7a). Assuming a Poisson distribution for the number of NVs per
site, i.e. Ake-?/k!, a probability of 29/121 = 0.24 of an empty site (k=0) implies a
mean number of NVs per site A ~ 1.43 0.1, or 0.48 0.03 per aperture, as every site
is composed of three identical apertures (errors are estimated taking into account the
variance of the sampling distribution of the mean with N = 121 and the Central Limit
Theorem). Since the area of each aperture is 177 46 nm 2 (15 2 nm diameter), a
mean number of 0.48 0.03 NVs per aperture corresponds to a density of 2.7 0.9x10"
NV cm- 2 . Therefore, the conversion yield is approximately between 2% and 4%, for
an 15 N+ implantation fluency of 1013 ions cm-2
We also estimated the mask isolation. In Fig. 5-7b we counted 22 background
(non-targeted) NVs within the 100 xm 2 area, which results in a background density
of approximately 2.2 .107 NV cm-2, therefore the on-site/off-site isolation is about
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Figure 5-7: Estimation of the average number of NV centers per aperture and mask
isolation efficiency. a) Scanning confocal fluorescence image of a region with an array
of triangular clusters of apertures. The numbers indicate a 'dark' site, with no NV
center. b) Count of the NVs located outside the mask-defined sites for the same
region. The number of empty sites c) and NVs off-site d) in a region containing an
array of triplets is similar to the one obtained in a) and b) respectively.
1.2 0.4 - 104 , or 41 2 dB. Similar conversion yield and isolation are obtained if the
estimation is performed in correspondence with the array of triplets in Fig. 5-7c,d.
This estimate of the isolation is lower than the simulated limit, possibly due to
modifications of the resist layer during the argon plasma etching and to the polycrys-
talline nature of the metallic mask resulting in a reduction of effective thickness at
grain boundaries. Large-scale arbitrary patterning is also possible. We demonstrated
this by creating a reproduction of a photograph on the mask varying the density of 15
nm apertures with 40 nm pitch to achieve a grayscale image. The scanning confocal
fluorescence micrograph of the resulting NVs after implantation through the grayscale
image on the mask is shown in Fig. 5-3i.
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5.3.2 Wide-Field Super-resolution Imaging
To measure the precision in placement of the NV arrays, we employed wide-field super-
resolution localization through optically-detected magnetic resonance (ODMR)(187,
1381. This technique allows for localization of NVs within each of the four distinct
geometric classes available in single-crystal diamond, corresponding to the four pos-
sible (111) crystallographic orientations, by sequentially driving each class into a
low-fluorescence dark state. With a constant magnetic field B - 100 G is applied to
the sample, the electronic spin levels of the NV center are affected by Zeeman split-
ting, which depends on the angle between the magnetic field vector and the NV dipole
moment. This angle varies with the crystallographic orientation of the NV center (NV
class), therefore four different Zeeman-split resonances emerge, corresponding to each
class. Transitions from the m = 0 to the m = -1 spin sublevels of the ground state
of the NV center, induced by resonant microwaves, determine a decrease in photolu-
minescence (PL) intensity. A representative ODMR spectrum is shown in Fig. 5-8,
obtained with wide-field acquisition of the PL of a region implanted through a two
dimensional array of 60 nm-pitch apertures (as in Fig. 3f). In this region the density
of NV centers is higher than in regions with sparse clusters of apertures (i.e. pairs,
triplets, triangles), providing sufficient signal to noise ratio for the identification of
the resonant frequencies. The reduction of about 2% of the PL highlights the four
resonant frequencies, each one related to a specific NV class.
A representative measurement of an array of triangularly-arranged NV centers is
shown in Fig. 5-9. We measured the photoluminescence intensity of the array without
microwave drive (Fig. 5-9a), as well as under continuous-wave driving on resonance
with NVs in each of the four geometric classes. The difference between the off-
resonance and on-resonance PL intensities (Fig. 5-9b) isolates the signal originating
from NV centers associated with each particular orientation, which we then fitted
with a 2D Gaussian curve (Fig. 5-9c-e) to determine the position of each NV below
the diffraction limit. In this example, we identified three different NV configurations,
corresponding to NV centers implanted through different apertures with a minimum
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Figure 5-8: Optically detected magnetic resonance spectrum presenting four PL min-
ima, in correspondence with each of the four crystallographic orientations of the NV
centers. The exact resonant frequencies are recorded and used in the subsequent
super-resolution contrast microscopy.
lateral spacing of 13 5 nm for two NVs observed in Fig. 5-9e. Finally, as this super-
resolution method cannot distinguish between two NVs in the same geometric class,
we confirmed the NV number through second-order photon correlation measurements,
as shown in Fig. 5-9f,g, with Fig. 5-9i presenting a single-NV photon antibunching
curve for reference.
5.3.3 Sub-Diffraction NV Positioning Analysis
To demonstrate that we have nanoscale control over the position of the engineered
NVs, we repeated these wide-field super-resolution measurements across several arrays
consisting of apertures configured in pairs, linear triplets, and triangular arrangements
with 60 nm pitch. We identified approximately 200 sites containing more than one
NV. For each, we computed the NV-NV spacing of all independent pairings (227
pairings in total). The resulting frequency histograms are shown in Fig. 5-10. The
pairs and linear triplets have characteristic peaks at about zero and 60 nm separation
in the X direction, associated with NVs implanted through the same and neighboring
apertures respectively, while the linear triplets also have a peak at 120 nm associated
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Figure 5-9: NV localization via super-resolution microscopy. (a) Wide-field image of the PL
of NV centers created via implantation through a mask presenting triangular arrays of 60 nm-
pitch circular apertures (shown in the inset). Three representative sites (circled and labeled
A, B and C) were further analyzed with super-resolution microscopy. (b) Four-quadrant
contrast ESR image of the same region for four microwave resonances corresponding with
the different crystal orientations of the NV centers. A decrease in PL intensity upon appli-
cation of a microwave is indication of the presence of at least one NV center in the selected
orientation and is represented in the image by a bright spot. (c-e) Super-resolution imaging
of NV positions at the three selected sites. Gaussian fit of the contrast ESR signal (above)
and reconstruction of the NV locations witl ig the triangular cluster (below) for (c) point
A, (d) point B and (e) point C. Error bars correspond to the 95% confidence interval of
the Gaussian fit. (f-h) Second order auto-correlation function of NV PL allowed the es-
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with NVs implanted through apertures at opposing ends. For both arrangements,
the distribution in the Y direction is centered at zero with no features elsewhere. In
contrast, the triangular configuration results in a significantly different profile, with
characteristic peaks prominently occurring at Y = 51 nm, reflecting the presence of
the vertically-displaced aperture. In total displacement R, the linear triplets display
a long tail towards 150 nm, while the pairs and triangles are more tightly spaced. We
modeled the expected outcomes using the Chi distribution with one (X,Y) and two
(R) degrees of freedom, as shown in the solid curves in Fig. 5-10. The variance of
the distribution reflects the combination of several sources of broadening, including
the width of the implantation aperture, the implantation straggle, and the super-
resolution measurement error, while each possible pairwise aperture combination is
treated as a separate distribution with a mean determined by the aperture spacing for
that combination. We considered the combinatorial weights of each population (green
curves) and summed them to create a predicted NV-NV spacing model (red curves),
which agrees with the experimental data. In fact, it reproduces the characteristic
features of triplets and triangles in X and Y respectively, showing that NVs created
with this technique are indeed controllably patterned at the nanoscale.
5.3.4 Spin Characterization
Finally, we characterized the coherent spin properties of the implanted NVs using
wide-field pulsed ODMR at ambient conditions. We performed Hahn spin-echo and
CPMG-N sequences for pulse number N = 2,4, 8,16, 32, 64 on the implanted NV
arrays, with the averages across the array shown in Fig. 5-11. The array-average
coherence time T2,echo = 10 ps was increased to T2,CPMG-64 = 67 ps through higher
order decoupling, with a fitted relation T2,CPMG-N = a * NA describing the NV
performance scaling with increased pulse number. The NV coherence times reached
here are comparable to shallow-implanted NVs[190, 191] and are sufficient for the
coherent manipulation of entangled NV spins separated by up to 20 nm. A likely
source of decoherence in this sample is constituted by proximal surface spins, which
recently have been shown to dominate the magnetic noise spectrum at depths similar
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Figure 5-10: Statistics of NV-NV spacing. a) 41 pairwise NV-NV separations resulting
from linearly paired apertures with 60 nm-pitch, (b) 80 from linear triplets, and c)
106 from triangles (the mask is shown in the SEM images). The green curves are the
predicted pairwise NV-NV spacing distributions for each two-aperture pair (including
combinatorial weights), derived from the Chi distribution with one (X, Y) and two
(R) degrees of freedom, and the red curve is the overall predicted distribution for
shown aperture configuration.
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Figure 5-11: Coherence time extension via CPMG. The coherence time of engineered
NVs is increased by means of CPMG-N pulse sequences, for N = 2,4,8,16, 64,128
from left to right. Black lines: fits to Ae-(t/t) . Inset: Scaling of extracted T 2 time
with number of decoupling pulses.
to the nominal 7.5 nm implant of this sample[65, 77].
Arrays implanted with a lower 15 N+ fluency (1012 ions cm- 2 , 10x reduced) show
similar spin coherence times (Figure 5-12), indicating that implanted nuclear and
electronic dark spins are not the dominant source of decoherence. We performed
Hahn echo measurements of NVs created via ion implantation through nano-apertures
in the mask with two different 15N+ fluencies, 1012 ions cm- 2 and 1013 ions cm-2
The spin data presented in Figure 5-11 corresponds with the latter, while Figure 5-12
compares data from both sets. The coherence times of NVs belonging to the region
with higher ion implantation fluency is T2 = 9.8 1.3 s, while for lower fluency is
T2 = 12.1 2.4 ps, which do not significantly differ. This supports the hypothesis
that surface interactions are limiting the coherence time, rather than the implanted
electronic spin bath. Note that the revivals due to nuclear spin rephasing are visible,
while in the data presented in Fig. 5-11, only the first coherent peak is extended.
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Figure 5-12: Spin echo measurements of NV centers implanted at 10 keV with different
ion fluency: a) fluency 1012 ions cm -2, b) fluency 101 ions cm- 2 . Yellow curve: fit
to e-(t/t2)' [A cos(wit)2 + B cos(w 2 t)2 ] .Blue curve: Exponential decay envelope.
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5.4 Discussion
To further decrease the decoherence rate to match the mask-defined coupling strength
at separations of 40 nm, a reduction of the magnetic noise is needed. This could be
achieved by increasing the mask thickness, allowing for a deeper implant but with
expected increase in straggle and poorer localization. Alternatively, different sur-
face terminations such as overgrown diamond[1361, nitrogen reconstruction[192], or
high-dielectric constant materials[66],57 could be used while maintaining a shallow
implantation depth. Though the contribution of surface electron spins is likely dom-
inant, eliminating the 13 C nuclear spin bath through isotopic purification[57 could
also increase coherence times in these shallow-implanted spin arrays.
Beyond increasing the coherence time of implanted NVs via elimination of electric
and magnetic noise sources, the fabricated spin arrays have several avenues of further
improvement. The single-aperture NV yield of 0.5 reflects an N to NV conversion yield
of only 2.7%. This could be improved by repeated co-implantation[193], which could
increase the NV- formation yield to 25%. In turn, this would allow for significant
reduction in implantation dose, simultaneously reducing noise[62] while increasing
the probability of multi-NV sites. If surface issues are resolved, allowing for even
shallower implant with comparable or better spin coherence times, the mask thickness
could be reduced and aperture pitch could be decreased towards the limit of electron
beam lithography[194, 195] as shown in Figure 5-4 for a pair of apertures with 20
nm pitch. Likewise, roughness introduced by finite grain size of the metal could be
overcome through the use of single-crystal metallic masks[196], either by improving
the deposition or transfer of chemically-synthesized membranes.
5.5 Conclusion and Outlook
The current fabrication methodology already allows for the production of millions
of implantation apertures in arbitrary patterns, which could enable the development
of solid-state spin arrays or spin chains on the length scale of dipole-mediated spin
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diffusion. The engineering of near-surface NV centers could also become central to
many sensing applications, in which the distance of the NV sensor to the object of
interest must be controlled with nanometer precision. Furthermore, the resulting
NV arrays could be integrated with nanophotonic, plasmonic and electronic devices
by performing subsequent aligned processes using etched registration marks created
concurrently with the fabrication of the mask, paving the way for the development of a
quantum network. Finally, the NV quantum registers themselves can be extended by
implanting into a "C-enriched layer, so that multiple nuclear spins can be addressed
by means of individual NV center and error correction can be implemented within
each site[17, 1971.
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Chapter 6
Wide-Field Strain Sensing in
Polycrystalline Diamond
6.1 Introduction
Recent years have seen rapid advances in the development of quantum memories and
sensors based on solid-state spin systems. At the forefront of these spin systems is the
nitrogen vacancy center in diamond (NV), which has an electron spin triplet ground
state with exceptionally long coherence time even at room temperature 113]. Mea-
suring these spins by optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) has enabled
high performance sensing of electromagnetic fields [114, 121], temperature [281 and
pressure[198]. The highest-sensitivity experiments have used single-crystal diamond
grown through chemical vapor deposition. However, such samples remain expensive
and small (on the scale of millimeters), which limits the adoption and scaling of NV
sensing techniques. Polycrystalline diamond (PCD) presents an attractive alternative
as it can be grown on the wafer scale and at lower cost, with the potential for long
spin coherence times[95, 1991. However, a major concern with PCD has been that
the diverse crystal structure, including grain boundaries and varied growth regimes,
could lead to inconsistent and poor NV properties. In this work, we employ wide-field
ODMR spectroscopy [124, 200, 191, 1381 to characterize the properties of hundreds
of individually-resolved NVs across a field of view of > 300 11m2 and to use those
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centers as high-resolution nanoscale sensors of local crystal strain. These studies
reveal that NVs in PCD are naturally preferentially aligned in some crystal grains,
have spatially varying concentration, can be strongly strained near grain boundaries,
and exhibit consistently long spin coherence times. Using these NVs, we introduce
a method for wide-field strain imaging. We produce detailed, 3-dimensional strain
maps of PCD structure with diffraction-limited resolution and sensitivity below 10-5
Hz- 1/ 2 , outperforming traditional optical strain measurement techniques such as Ra-
man imaging[201J. These studies show the application of NVs for high-resolution
strain imaging, and demonstrate the viability and potential advantages of polycrys-
talline diamond for quantum sensing and information processing.
6.2 NV Hamiltonian under Strain
The NV is an electronic spin-i system consisting of a substitutional nitrogen atom
adjacent to a vacancy in the diamond lattice [471. The ground-state spin can be co-
herently manipulated by microwave fields, as well as initialized and detected through
optical illumination because the m = 1 sublevels are dark states that emit reduced
fluorescence. The ground state Hamiltonian describing the system is
H =h (g -v"S)SS S 2  F8(SxS S S )] +- gli ZSAiIiSB (6.1)
Where D9s = 2.87 GHz is the spin-spin interaction energy, E = dg, - (E + a-) is
the energy of interaction with external electric (E) and strain (-) fields, B is the
magnetic field at the location of the NV, dg, is the NV electric dipole moment, g the
electron g-factor, [b the Bohr magneton and Ai is the hyperfine tensor for interaction
with a nearby nuclear spin i having a spin operator I. Strain or electric fields along
the - direction defined by the NV axis (Figure la) correspond to shifts in lattice
spacing that preserve the NV's trigonal symmetry and affect both m, = t1 spin
levels equally, while the levels are split in the presence of non-axial strains (Sx, y) that
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break this symmetry. For low transverse magnetic fields B1 = B +B2 << Dg 8 ,
and neglecting any nearby nuclear spins, the ground state transition frequencies are
hw = Dgs + Sz k _i + (gIxbBz )2  (6.2)
Where SL =1  X + S 2 is the perpendicular effective electric field. This expression
indicates two limiting regimes corresponding to the dominance of the Bz or EL terms.
In the high-field regime, Bz >> EL, the NV resonance frequency is not sensitive to
changes in S1 in first order. A large magnetic bias field therefore allows probing of
NV orientation based on magnetic field projection along the NV axis. In the low-
field regime, Bz < E, the NV is sensitive to changes in S but not B. Operating
in this regime by eliminating the bias magnetic field enables probing of local strain
through measurement of both Sz and 5 j. The change in energy per unit strain E(0-) is
anisotropic and has been measured in separate cantilever-based experiments [202, 203]
as well as under isotropic pressure[198]. For this work, we assume a shift of S& = 20.6
GHz and Ez = 9.38 GHz derived from the mean of the reported values.
6.3 Strain Measurement in the Presence of Multiple
NV Orientations
The above description is accurate in the single-NV case and generalizes directly to
ensembles of NVs with identical orientation. In the case of multiple NV orientations,
the resonance frequencies w are different for each orientation as the projection of
magnetic field and strain along the NV axis differs for each orientation. If the in-
dividual resonance lines for each orientation are resolvable, the local field along and
perpendicular to each NV direction can be reconstructed, in principle allowing for
vector strain imaging. With an applied magnetic field, the orientation of each NV
axis as well as the axial strain can be determined, while the non-axial components
can be identified at low field.
In the case that the resonance lines are not individually resolvable (i.e. the res-
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onance linewidth is greater than the difference in the resonance frequencies between
orientations), the observed resonance frequencies are the weighted average of the con-
stituent resonance frequencies, where the weighting is given by the relative frequency
of each orientation within the ensemble:
hw ,obs = - F-w-,: N Ei1F2(Dgs + Fz, i + (gpB,) 2) (6.3)
We determine the axial strain by taking the mean of the two resonance frequencies,
and the non-axial strain by the difference, in the limit of no magnetic field. Because
there is a linear relation between resonance frequency and strain in this limit, the
observed strain is the weighted average of the true axial and non-axial strains for
each orientation.
EzA8 = (W+,obs + W-,obs) = Z EliFi(Dgs + (6.4)
h 1
EIobs -- (W+,obs - W-,obs) = N Z=1.F ,i (6.5)
In this limit, therefore, we measure the strain components relative to the mean
NV axial and non-axial moments.
6.4 Wide-Field ODMR in Polycrystalline Diamond
To probe the properties of NVs in PCD, we performed wide-field ODMR measure-
ments using a custom-built fluorescence microscope (Figure a). Optical illumina-
tion is provided by a 532 nm green laser modulated by a double-pass acousto-optic
modulator, and resulting NV fluorescence is spectrally filtered (650 nm long-pass)
and collected on an electron-multiplying CCD camera. Spin manipulation is accom-
plished by applying microwaves through a 15pum copper wire placed nearby to the
area of interest, while the external magnetic field is controlled by three orthogonal
current-controlled electromagnets in addition to a permanent rare-earth magnet. The
measurements were performed at room temperature without external stabilization or
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control.
We investigated a type-Ila polycrystalline diamond provided by Element6, grown
by chemical vapor deposition with a nitrogen concentration < 50 ppb. We first imaged
the sample in fluorescence. Individual crystal grains vary in size from 10 - 1000 jim 2
in area, and are easily identified in fluorescence imaging by their boundaries (Figure 6-
Ic,d). These grain boundaries fluoresce brightly across the visible band, likely due to a
high density of optically-active lattice traps and amorphous carbon[199], and indicate
the transition between two growth regimes. Individual NV centers within individual
PCD grains are visible under 100 x magnification (Fig 6-1b,c). The measurements
show an NV density that varies significantly within and between grains, from roughly
~ 0.1 NV jim 2 to densities approaching 1 NV/ jm 2 . This heterogeneity contrasts
with the homogenous NV distribution in single-crystal CVD diamond.
6.4.1 Preferential Alignment of NV Centers
We then investigated NV properties in the high magnetic field regime. An external
magnetic field of ~ 100 G was applied and the ODMR spectrum of NVs within
the field of view obtained under continuous-wave microwave and optical excitation
(Figure 6-2a,b). The observed resonance frequencies correspond to specific geometric
classes of NVs {i}, each with a defined angle to the external magnetic field resulting
in a different resonance frequency hwi = Dgs + gpubBz(j). Interestingly, only three
distinct NV orientations appear in this region, rather than the four possible classes
corresponding the four crystallographic (111) directions. In Figure 6-2c,d, we map the
location of NV geometric classes {i = 1, 2} by showing ODMR at frequencies wi. This
shows spatial separation of NV classes, likely by growth region as no intersecting grain
boundary is observed, with the lower region only containing NVs at a single frequency.
This effect persists independent of the direction of the applied permanent magnetic
field and across grains in the PCD. Preferential orientation of NVs through engineered
growth has been theoretically predicted204, 2051 and observed previously in single
crystal diamond with controlled growth along {110}[206, 207], {111}[208, 209] and
{113}[210]. These results indicate that preferential alignment occurs naturally in
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b
Figure 6-1: a) Experimental concept. The PCD sample is illuminated with 532 nm
light, and the red fluorescence emitted by NVs embedded in the polycrystalline dia-
mond is collected onto a CCD (not shown). NV electron spins are manipulated via
microwave-frequency excitation applied from a wire on the diamond surface (MW),
and the static magnetic field is controlled along three independent axes by electro-
magnets (EM). The NV symmetry axis defines the z direction. b) Bright-field image
of PCD. c) Wide-field image under 532 nm excitation. Bright fluorescence is seen on
grain boundaries. The white lines serve as guides to the eye, outlining the crystal
grains. d) Confocal scan taken at 100x magnification of a single grain. Within the
grain, NV density varies depending on growth sector. e) Image of a density transition;
each spot corresponds to a single NV. Color scale: relative intensity (arb. units).
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Figure 6-2: a) Wide-field fluorescence image of NVs in polycrystalline diamond. Each
fluorescent spot corresponds to a single NV, and the background corresponds to many
out-of-focus NVs. Bright grain boundaries are visible on the edges of the image. b)
ODMR spectrum averaged over the field of view. Dimming corresponds to driving
between the m, = 0 and m, = -1 spin sublevels of different geometric classes of NVs.
c,d) ODMR contrast images corresponding to the resonance marked with the green
(red) arrow in b. The geometric classes of NVs are spatially distinct.
PCD, possibly due to predominant {110} and {111} grain textures.
6.4.2 Preferential Alignment under Varying Magnetic Fields
One possible explanation for the appearance of less than four resonances in the NV
ODMR spectrum under an external magnetic field is that fortuitous alignment of
the field has produced identical Zeeman shifts for different geometric classes of NV
centers. To demonstrate that this is not the case, we vary the external field orientation
relative to the sample and observe only a single resonance line under all magnetic field
conditions that changes in frequency due to different magnetic field projection along
the NV axis (Figure 6-3).
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Figure 6-3: NV ODMR under different angular alignments of the external magnetic
field (left to right). Top Row: Fluorescence. Middle Row: ODMR spectra averaged
across the entire field of view. Bottom Row: ODMR contrast maps at the NV
resonance frequency for each magnetic field orientation. While the area imaged is
constant both in PL and contrast, only one resonance line is seen for all magnetic
field angles.
6.4.3 NV Spin Coherence in Polycrystalline Diamond
With the NV density observed to vary significantly across the PCD sample, a natural
question is whether NV spin properties likewise change due to the apparent difference
in paramagnetic defect density. To address this, we performed Hahn Echo measure-
ments in regions with differing NV densities. Figure 6-5 shows the PL and spin data
for each region represented in 6-4.
The NV density was determined by counting the number of in-focus NV cen-
ters and dividing by the field of view, while the T2 was computed through single-
exponential fitting of revival decay envelope. We found that NV T2 time is not
strongly dependent on NV density, indicating that spin-bath correlation time does
not significantly differ. In turn, this implies NV formation probability is dependent
on crystal region.
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Figure 6-4: NV PL and Hahn echoes for 5 measured regions in PCD.
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6.5 Wide-Field Strain Imaging
6.5.1 Reference Measurements on Single-Crystal Diamond
In order for the approximations given in equation 2.2 to hold, strain measurements
must be performed in the low magnetic field regime where Bz < Ei; to achieve
this, we canceled external magnetic fields using three-axis electromagnets. We use a
single-crystal type Ha diamond with ~1 ppm N (element6) as a reference sample. At
zero magnetic field, we observe overlapping "N hyperfine transitions from all four NV
geometric classes (Figure 6-6). The inner resonances mi = 0 are split by non-axial
strain, while the outer resonances mi = 1 are degenerate for B = 0. The linewidth
of the outer resonances, - 300 kHz, therefore sets the minimum detectable magnetic
field (or alternately, the maximum residual field), while the separation of the inner
resonances corresponds to the average strain across the field of view of 1.9(5) _ 10-5.
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Figure 6-6: ODMR spectrum of an ensemble of NVs in a type Ila single-crystal
reference diamond at zero external magnetic field
6.5.2 Strain Imaging of Polycrystalline Diamond
We next turn to strain mapping of the PCD by wide-field continuous-wave ODMR
spectroscopy. Figure 6-7b shows a representative ODMR spectrum. From double-
Lorentzian fits to these low-field spectra, taken in parallel across the field of view
with a total measurement time of 150 seconds, we extracted (Dgs + S4) and 1,
following Equation 2, and converted them to strain. The resulting strain maps are
shown in Figures 6-7c and 6-7d, respectively. Axial strain values relative to a Dg.
parameter of 2.87 GHz are shown. For non-axial strain, the minimum detectable
resonance splitting is set by the magnetic field induced from the NV-site "N nuclear
spin[121], allowing for absolute calibration of a zero value. The possible presence of
multiple NV orientations could lead to a worst-case underestimation of strain through
both the axial and non-axial parameters by a factor of two. Figure 6-7c indicates a
maximal axial strain of 6. 10- 4 at the grain boundary which relaxes towards the center
of the grain, while Figure 6-7d indicates a maximum non-axial strain of 1.8 - 10- 4 .
These strains relax to their minimum value over a distance of 24 4im from the grain
boundary, setting a relevant length scale of the use of PCD in device design.
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Figure 6-7: a) Wide-field fluorescence image of NVs in polycrystalline diamond. A
grain boundary is visible in the upper-right corner indicated by the black dashed
line. b) Low-field ODMR spectra corresponding to the locations indicated in a. The
differences in S, and Lj are indicated. c,d) Strain maps. Axial and non-axial strains
both increase near the grain boundary. The data are binned in a 4x4 pixel (-320
nm) region and smoothed over single-pixel nearest neighbors.
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6.5.3 Sensitivity Analysis
The sensitivity of this technique can be characterized by the 68% confidence interval
on the fitted resonance frequencies, which corresponds to the measurement standard
deviation and depends primarily on the detected photon rate. Due to the non-uniform
illumination across the field of view as well as background fluorescence near grain
boundaries, the sensitivity varies spatially. The mean 68% confidence interval on
the two resonance frequencies for each 320 x 320 nm 2 pixel in the field of view is
displayed in Figure 6-8. We achieve a median per-pixel ODMR spectral resolution
of 245 kHz, resulting in an axial strain measurement precision of 2.7 - 10-5 (nonaxial
1.2- 10-5) and a corresponding sensitivity of 3.21 - 10- 4 Hz--1/ 2 (non-axial 1.5 - 10-4
Hz--1/ 2 ) for a 150 second measurement. To characterize a best-case sensitivity without
the sample-specific background near the grain boundaries, we focus on the high-SNR
regions corresponding to in-focus individual NVs at the center of the field of view.
In these regions, we achieve 68% confidence intervals of 79 kHz, corresponding to a
measurement precision of 8.2- 10-6 (non-axial 3.8- 10-6) and sensitivity of 1.02. 10-4
Hz-1/ 2 (non-axial 4.7. 10-5 Hz-1/ 2 ).
a Per-Bin Confidence Interval on Resonance Frequencies b Confidence Interval on Res. Frequencye
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Figure 6-8: a)Histogram of the 68% confidence interval on the fitted resonance fre-
quencies for each pixel of the strain image shown in the main text Figure 3. b) Spatial
distribution of resonance fitting confidence intervals.
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Figure 6-9: Three-dimensional strain imaging. a) Fluorescence b) Non-axial strain
and c) Axial strain. The vertical images are offset by 1 ptm, with the top image on the
surface of the diamond. The black line indicates the location of the grain boundary,
and the spatial units are microns.
6.5.4 Three-dimension Strain Imaging
Using this low magnetic field ODMR technique, we performed wide-field strain imag-
ing in three dimensions across several crystal grains. These studies again reveal a
strong strain gradient near grain boundaries. In the grain shown in Figure 6-9a-c, the
Dgs parameter corresponding to axial strain is lower near the boundary than in the
center of the grain. This corresponds to tensile rather than compressive strain, while
the reverse is true for the grain shown in Figure 6-7c,d. The non-axial strain at the
center of the field of view is reduced with increased depth into the diamond, from a
maximal value > 1 - 10 4 near the surface to < 5 - 10- 5 at a depth of 3 pLm. As visible
in the fluorescence profile (Figure 6-9a), the location and angle of the grain boundary
varies with depth into the diamond, which is in turn reflected by rotation in the axial
strain profile (Figure 6-9b,c). Here the strain is observed to relax within 10 ptm from
the grain boundary. These maps demonstrate the power of this technique for imaging
crystal strain with high precision in three dimensions.
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6.5.5 High Strain Gradients
We observe extremely high strain gradients of over one part in a thousand strain
across 10 microns, shown in Figure 6-10. This corresponds to pressures > 1 GPa.
Remarkably, NV centers remained stable and displayed ODMR despite this wide
change. Polycrystalline diamond could offer a testbed for the functionality of quantum
devices in these extreme operational regimes.
Fluorescence Axial Strain Non-Axial Strain
13 8s
.8 12
1 4
Figure 6-10: Highly strained PCD. a) NV PL. b) Axial and c) non-axial strain
6.6 Discussion
Our studies reveal advantages and disadvantages of PCD for NV-based applications.
The observation of preferential NV alignment within PCD grains, in combination
with consistently high NV spin coherence times similar to single-crystal samples,
can greatly improve the signal-to-noise of NV sensing applications (i.e a fourfold
improvement in ODMR contrast) [206]; the large areas available for PCD diamond
add to the usefulness in wide-field sensing applications, for example in biology[211].
Strong strain gradients could also allow for sub-diffraction resolution of individual
NVs using ODMR[138]. In photonic devices, well-defined angular alignment of NVs
can improve NV-dipole coupling to optical modes. PCD enables the production of
wafer-scale photonic circuits in diamond, but roughness and scattering from grain
boundaries have limited device performance compared to single-crystal diamond[1 111].
Large grains with low intra-grain roughness, such as those present in the sample
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characterized in this work, may reduce loss while still providing large-area substrates.
Wide-field pre-characterization of the PCD could also allow for identification of and
design compensation for grain boundaries.
Polycrystalline diamond could also serve as a natural environment for studying
correlations between crystal strain and the spin and optical properties of embedded
emitters. For example, high strain could break the orbital degeneracy of the SiV [169],
changing spin and orbital coherence properties, or strain gradients could be employed
to tune relative NV sensitivity to electric and magnetic fields[212]. PCD provides
a substrate that is ultra-pure and enables long spin coherence times, in contrast to
other highly strained host materials such as nanodiamond. The strain in PCD can be
very large; the observed NV ground state spin strain shifts of over 8 MHz in the axial
direction are higher than those reported in cantilever-based experiments[202, 2031 and
would require pressures in the tens of GPa to produce externally.
6.7 Conclusion and Outlook
The NV-based strain imaging technique introduced in this work reaches the optical
diffraction limit and a high sensitivity of 10- 5 Hz-1/ 2 (< 10 MPa), which outper-
forms more traditional strain imaging techniques such as Raman imaging[201] that
are limited to absolute sensitivities > 10 MPa in addition to being orders of magni-
tude slower [213]. Through sectional imaging, this 3D imaging technique also offers
an advantage over birefringence[214, 215] or x-ray topography[216] strain imaging
methods, which image whole-sample and near-surface strains, respectively. Although
limited to diamond and other materials with optically accessible, strain-sensitive spin
defects (e.g. silicon carbide[217]), this technique has potential for precisely character-
izing internal strains, such as those induced by geological formation[218] or in strain-
engineered devices, as well as for mapping externally applied strains. More advanced
dynamical-decoupling sequences can increase axial strain sensitivity[113, 125], which
in turn could enable sub-diffraction strain imaging by resolving NVs in the spectral
domain. While this work images individual NVs, higher-NV-density samples would
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increase sensitivity[2191, potentially enabling the imaging of few-site dislocations in
single-crystal diamond or increasing the field of view. By imaging NVs in different
independent orientations, this technique additionally could provide full vector recon-
struction of the local strain. Since the NV is a truly nanoscale sensor, operable over
a wide range of temperatures[220] and pressures[198], this method can be used to
perform ultra-high resolution strain mappings dynamically in previously unexplored
regimes.
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Chapter 7
Embedded Optical Nanoantennas for
Enhanced Spin Readout of Diamond
Color Centers
7.1 Introduction
Optical antennas have been widely explored for engineering strong interactions be-
tween light and quantum emitters. NV centers in diamond have been a particular
focus due to their spin coherence properties and applications in quantum sensing
and information processing [221]. A central problem for many of these applications
concerns the overall fluorescence collection rate, which is correlated to spin readout fi-
delity and therefore measurement sensitivity[222. The collected photon rate (CPR) is
a balance between the radiative decay rate of the emitter, which can be increased pro-
portional to the Purcell factor Fp, and collection efficiency (CE) which requires that
emitted photons efficiently couple into detectors. A variety of different approaches
have been taken to increase these factors independently, including all-dielectric, metal-
lic, and hybrid devices[223J. Dielectric structures have been shown to achieve high
broadband collection efficiencies[224] or narrow-band Purcell enhancement [225] while
plasmonic structures have achieved broadband Purcell enhancement with low collec-
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tion efficiency[31J. In this work, we numerically optimize optical antennas directly
for collected photon rate over the broad NV emission spectrum, simultaneously in-
creasing Fp and CE. We consider low-Q optical antenna designs based on bowtie-type
structures including all-dielectric, metallic and hybrid variants. All structures pro-
vide an increase in CPR as compared to bare emitters, with each offering a different
trade-off between CE and Fp. In particular, we find that a hybrid metallo-dielectric
optical antenna offers a spectrally-weighted CPR enhancement of 25.6 across the NV
emission band.
Central to room-temperature NV applications is the ability to measure its elec-
tronic spin state optically by collecting its fluorescence emission, a technique known
as optically-detected magnetic resonance. Under off-resonant pumping, the NV cycles
between its ground 3A and excited 3E states, leading to fluorescence emission across
a broad spectrum consisting of a zero-phonon line peak at 637 nm and a phonon
side band with a maximum intensity at around 680 nm (Fig. 7-1). This emitted
fluorescence can be correlated with the NV electron spin state, as the m8 = 1 states
couple non-radiatively to the singlet 'A levels, reducing the fluorescence emission rate
of these states in the visible range. In turn, these singlet levels decay non-radiatively
(lifetime ~ 300 ns) and preferentially to the m, = 0 spin ground state, resulting in
spin polarization [371. Single-electron spin state initialization and readout is achieved
at room temperature through this pathway, enabling the many applications of NV
centers in sensing and quantum information processing [21]. The SNR of optical spin
readout, which translates directly into sensitivity and quantum fidelity, is limited by
the shot noise on the detected photon number as well as the intensity contrast between
the spin states. At the current state of the art [224, 54], the number of fluorescence
photons detected in the readout window (i.e. before the spin becomes re-polarized,
destroying information about its state) is approximately 3, corresponding to a steady-
state count rate of - 1 Mcps. Although more advanced methods can be used to in-
crease spin state contrast, including spin-to-charge conversion [54], repetitive readout
using nuclear spin ancilla [2261, the photon shot noise on this measurement precludes
the bare NV electronic system from reaching the spin-projection noise limit at room
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temperature. The spin readout of other diamond color centers such as the silicon-
or germanium-vacancy, although currently performed at low temperature unlike the
NV, is similarly limited by the rate of detected fluorescence photons [169, 227, 228].
To reach the fundamental noise limit in optical spin readout, the collected photon
rate must be increased. Assuming that the NV spin-mixing process is not affected by
Purcell enhancement, the relevant figure of merit is a product of the Purcell factor
and CE. Crucially, this figure of merit must be optimized across the wide fluorescence
spectrum of the NV center, which at room temperature spans hundreds of nanometers.
Broadband nanoantennas (Fig. 7-1) are a natural choice. Because the mode volume
of a nanoantenna can be extremely small, the Purcell factor [229]
F F 3A 3Q (7.1)
Ffree 47 2 eff
can be large even while the Q-factor remains small, allowing for broadband sponta-
neous -emission enhancement. Plasmonic resonators in particular have achieved high
Purcell enhancements when coupled to variety of emitters including organic molecules,
quantum dots, and color centers in diamond[230, 231, 232, 233]. Plasmonic bowtie
antennas coupled to nanodiamonds containing nitrogen vacancy (NV) centers have
been shown to achieve broadband Purcell enhancement, reducing the NV lifetime by
as much as a factor of nine[31], while increasing collected fluorescence by a similar
amount. In addition, nanoantennas can shape the far-field emission of the optical
emitter dipole and create a directional pattern that maximizes power within a given
numerical aperture (NA). The resulting CE [234] is given by
CE =1 f f JE(O, 0)12 sin()ddO (7.2)2ZO Pout
Where Put is the power emitted by the dipole, ZO is the impedance of the surrounding
medium, E 2 is the electric field intensity in the far-field, and # and 0 are angles
associated with collection aperture. Although non-radiative processes or coupling
to local modes would increase the Purcell factor (increase Pout), emission into these
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modes does not reach the far-field (static E) and results in a lower CE. In this way, CE
corrects for any reduction in quantum efficiency due to loss that occurs in the optical
structures (2351, as well as losses due to total internal reflection at the diamond-air
interface.The enhancement in the collected fluorescence rate into a given collection NA
from a single quantum emitter due the presence of an optical antenna can therefore
be quantified by the figure of merit CPR = Fp x CE. Metallic apertures fabricated
in bulk diamond [2361 have also been shown to reduce the NV excited state lifetime
by up to six-fold and additionally yielded an overall improvement in CPR by a factor
of twelve compared to NV centers in unpatterned diamond substrates. In this work,
we seek to improve on the state of the art by introducing and numerically optimize
novel metallic, dielectric and hybrid designs that are able to increase CPR across the
broad NV spectrum.
NV:
SiV:
Figure 7-1: A quantum emitter coupled to a metallic nano-antenna. On the right:
the energy levels of the SiV defect and its emission spectrum. On the left: the
energy levels of the NV center and its emission spectrum. The emitter couples into
free space at a spontaneous emission rate 7y, it couples to the plasmon mode of the
metallic antenna at rage g, and the antenna radiates into the far-field at a loss rate
7.2 Embedded Plasmonic Nanostructures
7.2.1 Considered Designs
Our basic design consists of an embedded bowtie antenna surrounding the color center.
As shown in Fig. 7-2a, by embedding the bowtie into the plane of the color center, it is
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possible to maximize the overlap between the electromagnetic mode and the emitter
dipole. To optimize near-field coupling strength and far-field radiation directivity,
we expand this design to include an additional in-plane conductor, as illustrated in
the 'hourglass antenna' design of Fig. 2b. This design effectively adds a conducting
ground plane around a cross-shaped resonant optical antenna design. To increase
directivity into the collection optics beneath the sample, we add a capping conducting
half-plane on the top diamond surface, as shown in Fig. 2c. We also consider the
addition of a concentric in-plane grating, which has been shown to increase far-field
outcoupling [236] (Fig. 7-2d).
a) b)
C)
d)-
Figure 7-2: Considered plasmonic nanostructures. (a) A pair of silver bowtie antennas
in a diamond medium with length L, thickness d and angle a (b) A pair of silver
antennas surrounded by an inverted diamond bowtie aperture enclosed by a layer of
silver (aka the hourglass design) with aperture size D (c) The same elements as (b),
but capped with a layer of silver. (d) gratings surrounding the antenna structures
in order to increase CE. The labeled parameters were allowed to vary during the
optimization.
7.2.2 Numerical Simulation
We simulated our structures using the finite difference time domain (FDTD) simula-
tions. We used silver as our optical material due to its low optical absorbance across
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the NV emission spectrum, therefore decreasing the ohmic loss in the material and
increasing the external quantum efficiency. For all structures, we take the distance
between the bowtie tips to be 20 nm, and allow the length, thickness and the angle of
the antennas to vary in addition to the size of the aperture as indicated in Fig. 7-2.
All corners of the nanostructures were smoothed with an 8 nm radius of curvature
to reflect realistic fabrication. The simulations assume an emission dipole oriented in
the plane of the inner bowtie.
For each geometry, we performed an optimization over the degrees of freedom
shown in Fig. 7-2, as well the dipole location, in order to maximize the CPR inside
an NA of 0.95 at 650 nm as the figure of merit. The design optimization was performed
at 650 nm wavelength which is the median of the emission spectrum. We measured
the CE both from the top and the bottom of the structure, and use the greater of the
two for calculating the figure of merit. Due to internal reflection, the CE from the
bottom is greater than the CE from the top. Furthermore, we optimized every design
over all the parameters without an additional bullseye gratings, and proceeded to add
and tune gratings to increase the CE. To ensure that we have reached a maximum,
we then ran sweeps varying every parameter individually.
7.3 Results
7.3.1 Collection Efficiency
After numerically optimizing the structure for CPR as described in the previous
section, we attained the optimal values for each parameter. The final value for each
variable is reported in Tablel.
Table 7.1: Optimized parameter values
Design a L d D
NV Bowtie Antenna 1090 55nm 139nm NA
NV Hourglass 140' 189nm 108nm 400nm
NV Capped Hourglass 138' 99nm 74nm 414nm
SiV Capped Hourglass 1280 120nm 97nm 500nm
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The first element in our figure of merit is collection efficiency, which quantifies the
directionality of the emitted photons into a limited collection aperture.The farfield
emission pattern of all of our designs is shown in Fig. 7-3a. All three designs achieve
directional emission into small angles; we are able to collect 75% of the farfield emis-
sion between an NA of 0.5 and 0.7 for all designs. Interestingly, the addition of
grating couplers does not significantly improve the directionality of our designs when
compared to the that of the optical nanoantennas themselves. The capped design
emits into the smallest half-angle, with 90% of its emission collected within NA of
0.95 (Fig. 7-5b). While all designs enhance the CE for every wavelength in the spec-
trum of the NV, the capped antenna and aperture design has the best performance
by increasing the CE threefold in the region where the NV spectrum is maximal. We
also observe that the addition of bullseye grating does not contribute significantly to
the CE across the spectrum. While these results show the strong directionality of
these structures, the maximal collection efficiency is limited to a fraction (12%) of
the overall emission even with a unity collection aperture. This is due primarily to
Ohmic loss in the antenna, which results in a loss of 75% within the nanostructure
itself, and secondarily due to total internal reflection at the diamond-air interface
below the nanostructure which results in a loss of 13%.
1 -- Bowtie
120
0.8 - Bowtie w/ grating Collection vs. NA
-- Hourglass 0.12 - Cs
,0.0- - Hourglass w/ grating
04 -Capped 0.1
0.2 - Capped w/ grating
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Figure 7-3: Emission Directionality. (a) Polar plot showing the normalized emitted
fluorescence intensity as a function of angle from normal incidence. (b) Fraction of
total emission collected within a given numerical aperture for each design.
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7.3.2 Purcell Enhancement
The second element of the figure of merit is the radiative Purcell enhancement of the
emitter. Due to the small mode volumes of these structures (Fig. 7-4), each plasmonic
nanoantenna achieves high Purcell enhancement. The spectrally resolved Purcell
factor between 620 nm to 800nm wavelength can be seen in Fig. 7-5b. This broadband
enhancement indicates that these structures are not high quality resonators but rather
efficient antennas with their quality factor Q~ 15 dominated by the Ohmic loss in the
silver. The design consisting only of bowtie antennas offers the highest peak Purcell
factor, however, the enhancement significantly varies across the spectrum. Unlike the
bowtie antenna, the Purcell enhancement from the capped hourglass design has low
spectral dependence which makes it desirable for broadband operation.
Bowtie Hourglass Capped
2~ 112
100
0 18_
Figure 7-4: Plane mode profile of the plasmonic structures on a logarithmic scale.
(a) is the mode profile of the bowtie antenna, while (b) is the mode profile of the
hourglass design and (c) is the mode profile of the hourglass design capped by a layer
of silver. All three designs have a small mode volume V < 1022 mI
7.3.3 Collected Photon Rate
The final figure of merit, collected photon rate, is shown in Fig. 7-5c. Due to the
broad-band nature of the antennas, we achieve a high CPR across the spectrum from
all designs, and in particular by the capped hourglass design. We then computed the
figure of merit normalized to the NV fluorescence spectrum for each design. Here
we see that the capped design with gratings achieves the highest overall collected
photon rate of 17.51 averaged through out the spectrum. By comparison, a bare
dipole in bulk diamond has a CPR of ~ 0.07 averaged over the spectrum, with a
Purcell factor of ~1 and a wavelength dependent CE ranging between 6% -8%. The
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Figure 7-5: Performance of proposed designs over the NV spectrum. (a) shows wave-
length dependence of the Purcell factor of all designs. In (b) we see the wavelength
dependence of the collection efficiency. (c) shows the Purcell-CE product as a function
of wavelength throughout the NV spectrum.
optical nanoantennas designed by our method improve upon this by a factor of 250,
well within the range required for single-shot spin readout at room temperature.
We further simulate the enhancement of spontaneous emission and collection ef-
ficiency for SiV defects in diamond. By tuning the capped antenna and aperture
structure for an emitter at 738 nm, the zero phonon line of the SiV, we were able to
achieve a photon rate enhancement of 35. We observe that the Purcell factor and the
CE do not vary drastically throughout the narrow SiV emission spectrum (Fig. 6),
which demonstrates the potential application of this design with narrow-band emitter
such as SiV as well as wide-band emitters like NV center in diamond.
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Figure 7-6: The Purcell enhancement (red) and the CE (blue) of the capped hourglass
design tuned for the SiV. The average CPR throughout the emission spectrum is 30.
7.4 Discussion
There are several avenues by which the detected photon rate could be increased in
excess of the simulated designs. One is through relaxing the fabrication-imposed
constraints on gap size and radius of curvature. In this work, we hold the distance
constant between the two antennas at 20 nm, and set the radius of curvature to 8
nm. These fixed constraints can significantly affect the CPR, as shown in Fig. 7-7.
In particular, the Purcell enhancement could be increased by a factor of 20% with a
decreased gap size of 10 nm.
The overall CE of these designs remains relatively low due to coupling to non-
radiative modes, with Ohmic losses dominating the overall antenna loss rate. Further
improvement in the figure of merit could be achieved if these modes could be more
efficiently coupled out of the antenna, either through a waveguide-like mode which
is then converted to the far-field, or through on-chip detection. This would allow for
up to a further order of magnitude increase in the detected photon rate. In particu-
lar, waveguide coupling and on-chip detection would obviate the need for directional
far-field emission and therefore could improve the collection efficiency. Electrical de-
tection of the plasmonic mode in the near-field[237] might even allow direct detection
of non-radiating lossy modes, which would significantly improve performance.
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7.5 Conclusion
Our designs demonstrate a spontaneous emission rate and CE enhancement over
the full NV spectrum of 17.5, three orders of magnitude greater than the detection
rate under standard oil-immersion microscopy (- 0.03), and exceeding by an order
of magnitude the collected photon rate with even with perfect collection efficiency
(1). As photon count rate is directly proportional to spin measurement sensitivity,
the plasmonic antennae detailed here could vastly increase NV-based sensor perfor-
mance. The high detected photon count rates detailed here could also, in principle,
enable single-shot readout of the NV electron spin at room temperature. While the
structures detailed here are broadband compared to dielectric cavities, they do not
achieve maximal performance over the full 150+ nm of the NV spectrum; full-spectral
performance is reduced by roughly 50% as compared to maximum. Matching these
structures with a narrower emitter whose bandwidth is comparable to the antenna,
such as the SIV, results in an even higher figures of merit of 35. Plasmonic en-
hancement of color centers in this fashion has the potential to significantly improve
their properties for quantum applications, as increased photon count rates directly
impact defect sensitivity in sensing applications as well as spin readout fidelity for
applications in quantum information processing.
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Chapter 8
Creation of Silicon-Vacancy Color
Centers via Focused Ion Beam
Implantation
8.1 Introduction
A central goal in semiconductor quantum optics is to devise efficient interfaces be-
tween photons and atom-like quantum emitters for applications including quantum
memories, single photon sources, and nonlinearities at the level of single quanta.
Many approaches have been investigated for positioning emitters relative to the mode-
maximum of nanophotonic devices with the necessary sub-wavelength-scale preci-
sion, including fabrication of nanostructures around pre-localized or site-controlled
semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) [238, 239, 240, 241, 242] or diamond defect
centers[243; or implantation of ions for defect center creation in nanostructures con-
comitant with the nanofabrication [244, 245]. However, these approaches have not
allowed high-throughput post-fabrication creation of quantum emitters with nearly
indistinguishable emission in nanophotonic structures already fabricated and eval-
uated; such an approach greatly simplifies the design and fabrication process and
improves the yield of coupled emitter-nanostructure systems.
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Unlike quantum emitters such as molecules or quantum dots, diamond defect cen-
ters can be created through ion implantation and subsequent annealing [183, 246],
enabling direct control of the center depth via the ion energy. Lateral control has
been demonstrated through the use of nanofabricated implantation masks[247, 153,
156, 154, 155, 187], which have been employed for color center creation relative to op-
tical structures through atomic force microscope (AFM) mask alignment [243], and
combined implantation/ nanostructure masking [244, 245]. Implantation through a
pierced AFM tip [243] does not require modification of the fabrication process and
allows for implantation after fabrication and evaluation of these structures. However,
the process is time-consuming, requires special AFM tips, and can lead to reduced
positioning precision by collisions with mask walls. As an alternative, focused ion
beam (FIB) implantation of ions, for example nitrogen [157] and silicon[248], can
greatly simplify the implantation process by eliminating the need for of a nanofabri-
cated mask. Similar to a scanning electron microscope, an ion beam can be precisely
scanned, enabling lateral positioning accuracy at the nanometer scale and 'direct
writing' into tens of thousands of structures with high throughput.
The SiV belongs to a group of color centers in diamond that has emerged as
promising single photon emitters and spin-based quantum memories. Among the
many diamond-based fluorescent defects that have been investigated [110], the silicon-
vacancy (SiV) center [249, 250, 251, 2521 is exceptional in generating nearly lifetime-
limited photons with a high Debye-Waller factor of 0.79 [2531 and low spectral dif-
fusion due to a vanishing permanent electric dipole moment in an unstrained lattice
[254, 255]. These favorable optical properties have notably enabled two-photon quan-
tum interference between distant SiV centers [254, 256]and entanglement of two SiV
centers coupled to the same waveguide [257]. In addition, the SiV has electronic
and nuclear spin degrees of freedom that could enable long-lived, optically-accessible
quantum memories [169, 258, 227].
Here, we introduce a method for positioning emitters relative to the mode-maximum
of nanophotonic devices: direct FIB implantation of Si ions into diamond photonic
structures. This post-fabrication approach to quantum emitter generation achieves
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Figure 8-1: Targeted Si ion implantation into diamond and silicon vacancy defect
properties. a) Illustration of targeted ion implantation. Si ions are precisely po-
sitioned into diamond nanostructures via a focused ion beam (FIB). The zoom-in
shows a scanning electron micrograph of a L3 photonic crystal cavity patterned into
a diamond thin film. The scale bar is 500 nm, Si is silicon. b) Intensity distribution
of the fundamental L3 cavity mode with three Si target positions: the three mode
maxima along the center of the cavity are indicated by the dashed circle. The central
mode peak is the global maximum. c) Atomic structure of a silicon vacancy defect
center (SiV) in diamond. Si represents an interstitial Si atom between a split va-
cancy along the <111> lattice orientation and C the diamond lattice carbon atoms.
d) Simplified energy level diagram of the negatively charged SiV indicating the four
main transitions A, B, C, and D [2551. Aw is the energy splitting of the two levels
within the doublets.
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nanometer-scale positioning accuracy and creates SiV centers with optical transition
linewidths comparable to the best 'naturally' growth-incorporated SiV reported[2561.
The approach allows Si implantation into ~ 2 - 104 sites/s, which allows creation
of millions of emitters across a wafer-scale sample. We also show that additional
post-implantation electron irradiation and annealing creates an order of magnitude
enhancement in Si to SiV conversion yield. By repeated cycles of Si implantation and
optical characterization, this approach promises nanostructures with precisely one SiV
emitter per desired location. Finally, we demonstrate and evaluate the site-targeted
creation of SiVs in pre-fabricated diamond photonic crystal nanocavities. The ability
to implant quantum emitters with high spatial resolution and yield opens the door
to the reliable fabrication of efficient light-matter interfaces based on semiconductor
defects coupled to nanophotonic devices.
8.2 Sample Fabrication
8.2.1 Silicon ion implantation
Focused ion implantation was performed at the Ion Beam Laboratory at Sandia Na-
tional Laboratories using the nanolmplanter (nI). The nI is a 100 kV focused ion
beam (FIB) machine (A&D FIBOOnI) making use of a three-lens system designed
for high mass resolution, using an ExB filter, and single ion implantation, using fast
beam blanking. The ExB mass-filter (M/ AM of - 61) separates out different ionic
species and charge states from liquid metal alloy ion sources (LMAIS), providing the
capability for implantation of ~ 1/3 the periodic table over a range of energies from
10 to 200 keV. For the Si implantation discussed here, we used an AuSbSi LMAIS
with typical Si beam currents ranging from 0.4 pA to 1 pA. Fast beam blanking al-
lows direct control over the number of implanted ions. We determine the number of
implanted ions by measuring the beam current and setting the pulse length to target
a given number of ions per pulse. The nI is a direct write lithography platform that
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uses electrostatic draw deflectors, controlled by a Raith Elphy Plus pattern generator,
to position the beam. Single ion positioning is limited by the beam spot size on tar-
get. With typical spot sizes ranging from 10-50 nm, we have measured the targeting
accuracy to be < 35 nm for 200keV Si++ beam using a series of ion beam induced
charge measurements.
For targeting into nanostructures, we align the ion beam relative to the sample
by registering a secondary electron image of the alignment markers generated using
the ion beam to scan the sample. Shift, rotation, and magnification corrections are
calculated and applied in the pattern generator control package. This allows for any
location within the write field to be individually targeted for implantation.
The lithography pattern is the original design file that was used to pattern the
diamond thin film via electron beam lithography (EBL) and reactive ion etching.
Errors resulting from inaccuracy during EBL were not taken into account.
To create a single SiV per cavity with high probability, we implanted -20 Si ions
per cavity mode maximum, yielding about 1.8 SiVs per cavity on average according
to an extrapolated conversion efficiency of ~ 3% under Poisson statistics for 160 keV
Si ions (Fig. 8-3) that target the middle of membrane at 106 nm.
8.2.2 SiV Creation and Sample Preparation
We annealed the sample at 1050'C under high vacuum (< 10-6 mbar at max temper-
ature) for two hours to form SiV centers and eliminate other vacancy-related defects.
Finally, we clean the sample surface through boiling tri-acid treatment (1:1:1 ni-
tric:perchloric:sulfuric) and subsequent dry oxidation in a 30% oxygen atmosphere at
450'C for four hours.
Results
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Figure 8-2: Spatial precision of SiV creation. a) Confocal scan of SiV center array.
Sites are separated by 2.14 lm. Overlaid are regular grid points from an aberration-
corrected reference lattice. b) Analysis of implantation precision. We determine the
2-d position uncertainty of the created SiV be 40 20nm. Blue curve: fit to Rayleigh
distribution. Inset: Scatter plot of created single SiV sites relative the their grid points
with one and two a guides to the eye, where the radius o- = 26 nm corresponds to the
expected implantation standard deviation resulting from the combination of beam
width and implant straggle. c) Normalized second-order autocorrelation function of a
single SiV with g( 2 )(0) = 0.38 0.09. Red points indicate data (without background
subtraction), and the blue line is a fit to the function 1 - A - exp(-T/til) + B -
exp(-jT/t2 j). The black dashed line indicates g(2 )(T)= 0.5 while the blue dashed lines
indicate the 95% confidence interval on the fit. d) Ensemble (black) and single-emitter
(red) SiV room-temperature fluorescence spectra. The characteristic zero-phonon line
at 737 nm is prominent.
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8.3 Results
8.3.1 Room-temperature Optical Characterization
We characterized the resulting SiV arrays at room temperature through confocal
fluorescence microscopy in a home-built setup. Our setup used a modified fluores-
cence microscope (Zeiss Axio Observer), customized to allow confocal illumination
at 532 nm (Coherent Verdi) and single-mode fiber fluorescence collection. Collected
fluorescence is spectrally filtered (Thorlabs FEL0650) and detected on avalanche pho-
todiodes (APD) with single-photon resolution (Excelitas) or spectrally resolved on a
grating spectrometer (Princeton Instruments, Acton SP2500i). Fig. 8-2a shows a scan
of a square array of SiV implantation sites with lattice spacing of 2.14 pm across a
30x30 Im 2 write field, created via a single point exposure from the Si beam. Room-
temperature spectral measurements in a dense region containing many centers (Fig
8-2d, blue curve) showed an inhomogeneous linewidth of approximately 5 nm centered
around 738.3 nm, characteristic of the SiV center. We subsequently identified single
SiVs through second-order correlation measurements. For instance, Fig. 8-2c shows
photon antibunching for a SiV with an observed count rate of 30 kcts/s collected
via an oil immersion (numerical aperture of 1.3) objective into a single-mode fiber
under 20 mW of 532 nm pump power. The red line in Fig. 8-2d shows the single-
emitter fluorescence spectrum at room temperature, which is very similar in shape
and linewidth to the inhomogeneous spectrum. At room temperature, these lines are
broadened by phonon processes and not limited by inhomogeneity between different
SiV centers [2591.
8.3.2 Spatial Precision of SiV Creation
To determine the spatial precision of the SiV implantation, we created and imaged
a square array of SiV color centers following the procedures in Methods A and D
(Fig. 8-2a). We then fitted each SiV site with a 2d Gaussian to determine the lo-
cation of the SiV centers below the diffraction limit, and considered only SiV sites
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with fluorescence intensities consistent with single emitters. Using these locations,
we fitted a 2d grid allowing for affine transformation and found the distance between
each SiV site and its nearest grid point. Finally, we binned the distances and fitted
to a central Chi distribution with two degrees of freedom (Rayleigh distribution),
which describes the distribution of the distance R =X 2 +1- Y 2 where X and Y are
independent zero-mean normal random variables with identical variance (Fig. 8-2b).
The reported separation is the mean of the fitted Chi distribution corresponding to
the mean separation in R (40 nm), and the error is the square root of the variance
(20 nm). The mean separation in the X and Y directions is 0 nm with a standard
deviation of 32 nm. These measured values agree well with the expected precision of
26 nm calculated by the addition in quadrature of the uncertainties arising from the
nominal 40 nm FHWM beam size and 19 nm lateral implantation straggle.
8.3.3 SiV Creation Yield
To determine the conversion yield of implanted Si ions to SiV centers, we swept the
implantation dose logarithmically from 1012 to 1014 Si cm-2, and the implantation
energy linearly from 10 to 100 keV. The dose and energy determine the number
and depth of vacancies created during the implantation process, with increased en-
ergy resulting in more vacancies at increased depth. The vacancy density affects the
probability that a Si defect captures a diffusing vacancy and converts to SiV during
annealing which is a proposed mechanism for SiV formation [260]. To estimate the
yield, we measured the fluorescence intensity across a 10x 10 pLm 2 region of constant
implantation dose and energy, and normalized to the average single-emitter intensity
and implanted ion number. Fig. 8-3a summarizes the yield measurements. Yield
increases as a function of energy (Fig. 8-3b), which is expected for a vacancy-limited
SiV creation process, up to 2.5% for the highest-energy 100 keV ions with a dose of
~1012 cm-2. These measurements indicated a decreasing yield as a function of dose
(Fig. 8-3c). We attribute this to an accumulation of charged defects in the diamond
lattice that lead to ionization, similarly to what was observed in NV centers [193].
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Figure 8-3: Si ion to SiV conversion yield. a) Si to SiV conversion yield for varying
implantation ion energies and doses. The conversion yield was determined by cali-
brating array intensities (Fig. 8-2) with the determined averaged single SiV photon
count rate. Si conversion yield as function of b) energy and c) dose. The lines are
guides to the eye.
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Alternatively, reduced yield could result from lattice damage that accumulates in the
form of multi-vacancy defects as the diamond lattice approaches the graphitization
threshold, a phenomenon that has been observed in similar experiments with NV
centers [261].
8.3.4 Yield Improvement via Electron Irradiation
Irradiating diamond with high energy electrons can also improve the conversion yield
of vacancy-related color centers [262, 263]. Electron irradiation at high energies > 170
keV [264] can displace carbon atoms and create additional vacancies, which allows for
larger conversion efficiency of implanted ions into vacancy-related color centers. To
verify these experiments with the silicon vacancy center, we first created a reference
sample by implanting four spots with silicon ions in increasing doses of 500, 2000,
5000, and 10000 ions per spot into bulk diamond with an implantation energy of
100 keV, corresponding to an implantation depth of about 68 nm. After annealing
this sample at 1200 'C to activate SiVs [2651, a scanning confocal fluorescence im-
age was taken by exciting these spots simultaneously with - 10 mW of both 520 nm
(Thorlabs LP520-SF15) and 700 nm (Thorlabs LP705-SF15) laser light, and collecting
light into a single mode fiber through a 10 nm bandpass filter (Semrock FFO1-740/13)
around 737 nm (Fig. 8-4, yellow line). After this reference measurement, we irradi-
ated the sample with 1.5 MeV electrons with a total fluence of ~1017 cm-2. After
another annealing step, a second fluorescence image was taken with the same setup
and it was verified by spectral measurements (Horiba iHR 550 with Synapse CCD)
that indeed only the SiV typical peak at 737 nm was detected. In the second mea-
surement, we observed increased fluorescence for all four spots by a factor of ~ 10
(Fig. 8-4, blue line), corresponding to a final conversion yield of - 20%. This result is
consistent with previous observations in Si-doped diamond samples [260], supporting
our interpretation that the conversion efficiency of focused ion beam implantation is
limited by the vacancy density in the diamond.
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Figure 8-4: Electron co-implantation. After electron irradiation and subsequent an-
nealing we observe a 10-fold increase in fluorescence intensity at the implantation
positions of Si ions (lower inset). The Si ion doses were 500, 2000, 5000, and 10000
ions per spot. The yellow line plot through the fluorescence maximum of the image
indicates the intensity before electron irradiation, and the blue line after irradiation.
The scale bar is 5 4m.
8.3.5 Optical and Coherence Properties of SiV at Cryogenic
temperatures
We next describe the implanted SL centers' low-temperature spectral properties.
These measurements were performed at 18 K in a closed cycle helium cryostat (Ja-
nis). A home-built confocal microscope collects the fluorescence with a high numerical
aperture (NA) objective (Olympus UMplanfI lU0x 095NA) and directs the emission
to either the input of a single-mode fiber connected to an APD or to a free-space
spectrometer with a resolution of about 61 pm ( 34 GHz) at 737 nm (Princeton
Instruments, IsoPlane SCT 320). The inhomogeneous distribution of SiV transitions
is plotted in Fig. 8-5a with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of about 0.642 nm
('- 51 GHz). We then performed PLE measurements to determine the linewidths of
individual SiVs below the spectrometer limit. PLE measurements were performed
using a modified helium flow probe-station (Desert Cryogenics model TTTP) with
a 0.95 NA microscope objective (Nikon CFI LU Plan Apo Epi 100x) inside the vac-
uum chamber. Details of this setup are described in References [266J. We determined
an average single-emitter transition linewidth of 200 15 MHz from a sample of 10
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Figure 8-5: Optical linewidth and coherence properties of SiV. a) Cryogenic spectra
(< 13 K) of a single SiV (red circles) and an ensemble (black circles). The four
SiV transitions (Fig. 8-1) as well as the phonon sideband are each fitted with a
Gaussian function. The single SiV linewidths are spectrometer limited (FWHM =~
34 GHz). For the ensemble, we determine an inhomogeneous broadening as low
as -51 GHz (FWHM). The wavelength values are slightly blue-shifted due to an
offset relative to an absolute wavelength reference by about 0.1 nm. b) Cryogenic
(4 K) photoluminescence excitation measurement of the narrowest observed single
SiV transition with a linewidth of 126 13 MHz (FWHM, error estimation: 95%
confidence interval) determined with a Lorentzian fit function. This linewidth of an
implanted SiV is equal, within error, to the narrowest natural SiV linewidth measured
to date.
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SiV implanted at 100 keV with individually resolvable transitions. The narrowest
observed transition, shown in Fig. 8-5b, had a linewidth of 126 13 MHz, which is
within a factor of 1.4 of the lifetime limit y = (27 - 1.7 ns)- = 94 MHz for a typical
fluorescence lifetime of 1.7 ns [2541, and equivalent to the narrowest lines observed in
natural SiVs to date[256, 2661.
8.3.6 Direct SiV Creation in an Optical Nanocavity
Finally, we demonstrated the targeted implantation and subsequent creation of SiV
centers inside diamond nanostructures. We first fabricated 2D photonic crystal
nanocavities into a -200 nm thick diamond membrane through oxygen reactive ion
etching [225, 2671. We then used the FIB system to target Si ions into the mode-
maxima of the photonic crystal cavities. In the case of L3 cavities, we targeted the
three mode-maxima individually (Fig. 8-1b). The Si ion beam was aligned to the
cavity through secondary-electron imaging of pre-fabricated alignment markers on
the sample (Fig. 8-6b, Methods 8.2.1). We targeted the cavity mode maxima with
160 keV ions for an average of 1.8 SiVs per cavity. After performing the processing
steps described above, we observed about one SiV per cavity implantation spot with
spectrometer-limited (< 34 GHz) ZPL linewidths.
8.3.7 SiV Targeting Accuracy
To determine the positioning accuracy of the cavity-targeted SiV creation, we per-
formed a spectrally resolved photoluminescence confocal scan at room temperature.
At each pixel of a 2-dimensional (2d) 532 nm laser scan we recorded a spectrum and
determined the intensity for different spectral positions. For each wavelength, we
then plotted its 2d-intensity map as in Fig. 8-6 d,e. This measurement allows com-
parison between the photonic crystal location, determined by Raman scattering of
the 532 nm laser pump from the diamond (572.52 nm) which is present in the cavity
region but not in the surrounding air holes, and the SiV location determined from
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the emitted fluorescence (at 736.98 nm). By fitting the measured emission patterns
to 2-d Gaussians, we estimate a relative positioning accuracy of 48 21 nm. This
is close to the limit set by the combination of beam size and implantation straggle
(~52 nm), with very low offset of 4 nm in the x-direction and a main offset of 48 nm
in the y-direction.
The error is estimated from the 68% fitting confidence interval which corresponds to
one standard deviation.
8.4 Discussion
While we have demonstrated targeted creation of high-quality SiVs through FIB,
there are several avenues for improvement. The stochastic nature of the SiV creation
process, characterized by a mean yield of rq, prevents the generation of exactly one
emitter with high yield [268]. One solution is to implant a low dose of Si ions (to
create < 1 SiV on average) and optically verify if a SiV resulted after annealing.
Due to the ability to select implantation sites individually, the FIB process allows for
such repeated low-yield implantation steps conditionally halted on the creation of the
desired emitter number. An alternative approach to create precisely one quantum
emitter is to implant only one ion at a time, as was recently demonstrated [269],
combined with electron irradiation or co-implantation of other ion species to create
vacancies[193] to drive the SiV conversion yield to unity.
The linewidths of the SiVs were measured in areas with 2.5 SiVs on average, dis-
tributed within only ~55.4 nm (FWHM) diameter, corresponding to an implantation
dose of -10" cm-2, indicating that high densities of implanted SiVs are not detri-
mental for their optical properties. Although we found that FIB-implanted SiVs are
similar in homogeneous transition linewidth to 'natural', as-grown centers, the inho-
mogeneous linewidth of -51 GHz (after 1050 'C annealing) is still slightly broader
than the -15 GHz demonstrated for a similar SiV creation method with annealing
temperatures around 1200 'C [266]. Potential causes include di-vacancy break down
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caused by higher temperatures, or near-surface strain and defects in the diamond due
to polishing, which can be reduced by etching the damaged layer before implantation
[189].
8.5 Conclusion and Outlook
In summary, we demonstrated SiV creation with high spatial accuracy by FIB im-
plantation of Si ions into bulk and nanostructured diamond. The SiV positioning
accuracy relative to the targeted nanocavity mode maximum was 48 21 nm, which
is sufficiently precise to locate the SiV within - 90% of the mode-field intensity max-
imum of nanocavities or waveguides. We also demonstrated that the SiV creation
yield can be increased after implantation by a factor of 10, up to 20%. The targeted
implantation technique demonstrated here likely applies to other quantum emitters
like the germanium defect center in diamond [270] and other materials of interest,
such as silicon carbide [271] or molybdenum disulfide; this would be particularly
advantageous for materials where traditional nanofabricated masking is challenging.
The ZPLs of SiVs created by our method have optical linewidths within a factor of
1.4 of the lifetime limit, making them as narrow as naturally occurring SiVs described
to date. Considering both this narrow linewidth and the narrow inhomogeneous dis-
tribution of implanted SiV of only ~51 GHz, this fabrication method represents a sig-
nificant step towards the high-yield generation of thousands to millions of efficiently
waveguide-coupled indistinguishable single photon sources. Such arrays of atom-like
quantum emitters would be of great utility for a range of proposed quantum technolo-
gies, including quantum networks and modular quantum computing [272, 273], linear
optics quantum computing[9, 274], all-photonic quantum repeaters[275], and pho-
tonic Boson sampling[276]. Operation of SiV devices at sub-Kelvin temperatures in
e.g. dilution refrigerators[2771 could also produce long spin coherence times, allowing
for use of the SiV as a quantum memory in a quantum networking scheme.
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0Figure 8-6: SiV creation in photonic nanocavity. a) SEM of example PhC cavity
sample. The scale bar is 10 Lm. b) Close-up SEM of example PhC lattice with four
cavities. The white dashed rectangle indicates the area illustrated in c). The scale bar
is 2 ptm. c) Illustration of targeting relative to alignment markers (black) with an ion
spot size down to < 40 nm. The white circles (not to scale for visibility) indicate the
three L3 cavity mode maxima (Fig. 8-1). To determine the SiV positioning accuracy
relative the the mode maxima, we performed spectrally resolving fluorescence scans.
At each pixel in d,e) we recorded a spectrum including the Raman signal (d), the
SiV fluorescence (e), and the cavity resonances (not displayed). d) Intensity x-y plot
of the diamond Raman signal at 572.8 nm. e) Intensity x-y plot of SiV emission
at 736.9 nm. By fitting a 2d Gaussian function to the intensity distribution, we
determined the distance between the center of the cavity and the SiV fluorescence,
the effective positioning accuracy, to 48(21) nm, with error estimation of one standard
deviation. The scale bar in d) and e) is 0.5 km.
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Chapter 9
Outlook and Closing Thoughts
9.1 The Quantum Engineering of Color Centers
Through my seven or so years of research, the field of diamond color centers has come
a long way. As a community, we have been able to advance the field in many aspects,
overcoming a variety of obstacles, as detailed throughout this thesis. I believe that
each of the projects detailed within will continue to have impact as further work
is performed. In particular, I think that there are four main avenues by which the
field will progress - by adding complexity, reaching towards to atomic scale, finding
applications, and looking to new color centers.
9.1.1 Adding Complexity
We presented several results - NV clusters at the dipole-coupling threshold, near-
lifetime limited SiV centers, optical nanoantennas - that are building blocks for more
complex systems. The potential of these building blocks will only be reached, however,
as they are integrated with additional control systems and scaled from individual color
centers to networks that contain tens of hundreds of individual nodes. While the
demonstrations we presented are scalable in the sense that thousands of color centers
can easily be produced, there is still more work ahead in improving the yield such that
every NV cluster is coherent and every color center in every optical device is of high
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quality and well-coupled. The concepts we have shown will allow for this, but it will
take significant engineering and optimization to reach this ideal. At that point, these
devices will also need to be integrated into a quantum architecture that allows for
high-speed parallel control and readout. While some efforts have begun in the context
of superconductors with extensible quantum sockets[278 or in ions with standardized
modular units[35], the field of color centers does not yet have a similar platform that
meets all the necessary requirements for a scalable quantum architecture. Building
this 'big', complex system out of the components demonstrated in this work remains
a central challenge.
9.1.2 Towards the Atomic Scale
Much of what still limits color center performance in practice, NVs in particular, are
local defects at the atomic level. While we have demonstrated control over material
structures and defect placement on the scale of 10 nanometers and even less, the
presence or absence of a single electronic charge or atomic defect can change NV
properties[2791. To produce identically 'atomic' color centers with tailored proper-
ties on demand, the level of control will have to continue down to the single-atom
level. This will require investigation into the chemical and thermal processes that
are employed to form NVs so as to control induced defects in the bulk and on the
surface, whether during the diamond growth process or during implantation and an-
nealing. Further tools must be added to the quantum engineering toolbox that can
allow manipulation at the atomic level, whether that means 'materials science' type
tools in crystal processing and chemistry or exotic nanofabrication techniques such
as scanning-tunnelling probes. Until we reach the true atomic scale, there will still
be room at the bottom.
9.1.3 Finding Applications
Particularly in NV-based sensing, the current state-of-the-art in quantum engineering
is at a point where it enables groundbreaking work directly in applications. Nanodi-
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amond sensing in vitro[280 is one example that is relevant to this thesis, as well as
nanoscale MRI (possibly enhanced by localized NV clusters and optical antennas) or
scanning-probe based techniques employing nanostructured diamond. The limitations
here are in understanding what problems are interesting, where and in what regime
the NV has an advantage, and how to bring the NV to bear in a different environment
rather than (in principle) requiring more advanced fabrication or control.
9.1.4 Future Color Centers
While this thesis has presented a handful of specific applications and advances with
color centers in diamond, the techniques within the quantum engineering and metrol-
ogy toolbox extend well beyond the work here. Color centers exist in a variety of
materials and in a variety of configurations, each with different properties and advan-
tages, from two-dimensional materials[281 to CMOS-compatible[282], from infrared-
emitting color centers[283 to spin 3/2 defects[2841. Translating from diamond to
these new materials is an extremely promising avenue for the development of new
quantum devices that harness the unique advantages of each color center, and the
methods developed in this thesis can be extended directly as this occurs. Just as
most of the control and spectroscopy techniques employed in color center work are
derived from past trapped-ion and nuclear magnetic resonance techniques, future
work in solid state devices will build upon what has been pioneered in diamond.
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